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I n the week we publish 
our third report on 
Retailing in a Time of 
Crisis, we are seeing 

an increasing number of 
images from Hong Kong 
to Spain, Italy, Germany 
and Denmark of people 
taking to the streets and 
parks as governments ease 
lockdowns. Populations the 
world over are desperate to 

return to some sense of normality. Governments, too, are 
desperate to re-start their economies. 

As you can read first-hand from the retailers and industry 
experts in their reports in issue three, this is just the 
tentative start of the second phase in many governments’ 
moves to contain and beat COVID-19, and to avoid a second 
wave of the virus that would return us to lockdowns as 
happened in Singapore. 

What our reports in this issue also show is that there is 
unlikely to be a return to former normality. Consumers, 
even in those countries moving out of lockdown, remain 
nervous about their safety and very cautious given 
household incomes have been decimated if they are 
among the millions who have lost their jobs or been 
temporarily furloughed. 

How will consumer behaviour be changed by these 
experiences and for how long? And as more stores open 
but only if they adhere to stringent safety measures, what 
will this mean longer-term for the role and functionality of 
bricks-and-mortar retailing? How can retailers fast-forward 
their ecommerce capabilities to meet the massive increase 
in online shopping? 

These are key questions already becoming the focus for 
retail executives and this report includes further analysis 
and ideas from a range of specialist industry and consumer 
experts and futurologists. This issue also includes, for the 
first time, research findings from EY’s recently launched 
Future Consumer Index, which is designed to gauge the 
mood of consumers around the world. 

Taken together, this report aims to help retailers with 
insight into how other markets and businesses are 
meeting the challenge of this global crisis, provide 
provocative and insightful ideas and thinking, but also 
share the inspiration and innovation that is already 
emerging from retailers around the world.  

IAN.MCGARRIGLE@WORLDRETAILCONGRESS.COM

IAN MCGARRIGLE 
CHAIRMAN | WORLD RETAIL CONGRESS

Interview with Bart Denolf, Sacoor Brothers 
April 2020

Watch here for video interviews with Bart Denolf, CEO of Sacoor Brothers Franchise on how their international 
business has had to react to the crisis in South East Asia and the Middle East. And watch Deloitte’s Head of 

Global Economics, Dr Ira Kalish in conversation with David Roth, CEO of WPP The Stores EMEA and Asia.

Interview with David Roth, CEO The Store WPP EMEA 
& Asia and Ira Kalish, Chief Global Economist, Deloitte
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W hen stores re-open, retailers will once again 
have to pay for labour and rent. However, 
sales are unlikely to resemble pre-crisis 
levels as a global recession rages, and 

consumer demand and purchasing power remain low. 
Additionally, the shift to ecommerce, which is costlier to 
fulfil, will lead to falling margins and rising costs. These 
changes will open up a ravine in performance on the path 
to the new normal. Non-essential retailers will face five 
years of change in five months and must quickly respond 
to the challenges that are emerging:

• Markets will consolidate, with many sub-sectors 
likely to become a triumvirate of 1-2 traditional 
players, at-scale marketplaces, and niche players 
(including pureplays and direct to consumer).

• Essential retailers and marketplaces will disruptively 
steal share as they remain open throughout the crisis 
and build relationships in non-essential categories, 
such as beauty and homewares.

• Omnichannel will grow at the expense of physical 
retail as a large number of stores permanently close. 
This will challenge retailer economics as ecommerce 
cannibalises more profitable in-store sales.

• Customer communication will move to digital 
marketing as retailers lose the ability to use stores to 
drive traffic. More innovative, personalised marketing 
will be required to cut through the overwhelming 
number of messages consumers receive each day.

• Companies will need to restructure their cost bases 
by rethinking every component of their business 
(e.g. assets, operations, sourcing) to align to future 
operations and offers. Where this burden is too high, 
restructuring may require bankruptcy or insolvency. 

• Supply chains will diversify to reduce inventory costs, 
cash-outs, and the risk of product not selling. This 
may involve shifting volume to new suppliers and 
geographies or shifting inventory to vendors.

But there is a chance to leap the ravine and come out a 
winner. A small window of opportunity exists to act whilst 
customers are switching, competitors are off-balance, and 
government support is in place. With so much at stake, 
non-essential retailers need to make fast, bold moves 
across three priorities:

• Reset costs by using a data-driven approach that 
leaves no stone unturned across every part of 
your business. Consider cutting the tail, and even 
some of the middle, of your store estate if it is not 
aligned to the future. Be willing to make previously 
‘unmakeable’ moves.

• Get back to growth by utilising a smart store 
re-opening plan that aligns with the expected 
medium-term channel mix. Win customers through 
ecommerce/omnichannel excellence that rivals the 
pureplays.  Kick-start demand by understanding 
shifting customer trends and shaping them through 
personalised digital marketing.

• Reshape organisations and capabilities to the new 
normal by moving resources to ecommerce and 
advanced analytics, retaining agility, and redefining 
your competitive position through M&A.

Players who take strong actions early will outperform post-
crisis. The relative return on investment from a major retail 
transformation is 50% higher when started pre-emptively 
in a downturn.  Past crises have shown that there are 
few winners and many losers. A mere 14% of companies 
increase sales growth and expand margins during crises (as 
opposed to 44% of companies who shrink on both). Only 
those retailers who take bold action will leap the ravine. 

THREE PRIORITIES TO LEAP THE RAVINE 

RESTRUCTURE EVERY PART OF YOUR COST BASE
Leave no stone unturned

RIGHT-SIZE YOUR REAL ESTATE 
Optimize both footprint and cost

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OMNI-CHANNEL OPPORTUNITY
Look for incrementality

KICK-START DEMAND 
Understand, shape, and capture trends

REBUILD YOUR ORGANIZATION TO THE NEW REALITY 
Optimize resources, retain agility

REDEFINE POSITION THROUGH OPPORTUNISTIC M&A  
Gain capabilities and scale

!

RESET COSTS

GET BACK TO GROWTH

RESHAPE ORG 
AND CAPABILITIES 

Chris Biggs and Brian Harris, BCG Managing Directors & Senior Partners, offer their perspective about 
what the future may look like and how non-essential retailers should respond to come out on top

LEAP THE RAVINE

ANALYSIS

The COVID-19 outbreak has led to unprecedented disruption for non-essential retail. 
Stores have been closed as lockdowns were put in place to keep people safe. Categories 
have declined 30-75% as a shift to ecommerce has not sufficiently compensated for lost 
in-store sales. Retailers have relied on tax, wage, and rent relief to stay afloat. Many now 
see signs of hope as countries ease lockdowns and move into the next phase of the crisis. 
But, the worst is yet to come.



AMAZON RISES TO 
THE CHALLENGE

By Xian Wang

ANALYSIS
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Amazon has clearly been the outstanding performer 
through the course of this global pandemic and has played 
an essential role in providing access to the supplies and 
necessities essential to daily lives. Like many retailers, it 
has been focused on initiatives to find solutions to the way 
that COVID-19 has reshaped shopping habits, industries 
and economies around the world.

Amazon has had to react with incredible speed and 
even its not-inconsiderable supply chain and fulfilment 
capabilities have been tested. Despite being one of the 
best placed in terms of infrastructure and agility to 
respond to this unprecedented surge arising from this 
unplanned event (whereas Prime day and Cyber week 
were planned), much like other retailers, Amazon was still 
challenged by the sheer volume of demand.

Very focused demand on certain categories meant that 
Amazon had to react very quickly to combat issues that 
arose, to ensure that their platform and marketplace 
retained trust with shoppers.  It was one of the first retailers 
to implement “price gouging” defense measures, and today 
continues its efforts in key categories such as hand sanitiser 
and masks, where some sellers were raising prices, or where 
the out of stocks led to higher price points as lower priced 
items sold out and came off the platform.  Amazon were 
also quick to flag and take measures to rectify where sellers 
were inappropriately altering their product content to take 
advantage of the current situation such as, unauthorised 
medical claims that did not conform to safety standards, 
going as far as to put hold on 4000+ sellers and contacting 
customers who might have been affected.

Amazon has clearly been the outstanding performer 
through the course of this global pandemic and has played 

an essential role in providing access to the supplies and 
necessities essential to daily lives. Like many retailers, it 
has been focused on initiatives to find solutions to the way 
that COVID-19 has reshaped shopping habits, industries 
and economies around the world.

Amazon also held off taking delivery of non-essential items 
to their warehouses and extending (even on Prime) delivery 
dates to 1+ month out in order so that they could prioritise 
essential high demand categories, with extra steps in France 
and Italy to stop shipping out to customers, going as far 
as to offer incentives for customers to postpone delivery.  
Finally, Amazon has postponed Prime Day, its flagship retail 
event, as well as removing certain promotions or deals from 
its platform during peak lockdown demand, to focus on 
shipping essentials to consumers.

Clearly fulfilment remains top of mind, as Amazon 
struggled to keep up with demand. Most recently, they also 
announced the intention to hire 100,000 extra employees, 
and raised wages, as well as to support safety of their 
workforce, offered two weeks paid sick leave for workers 
that tested positive for COVID-19, all of which will have 
implications on its operating profit. 

WHAT IS TOP OF MIND FOR THE AMAZON SHOPPER 
TODAY?
Purchase behaviours are changing daily amidst this 
unprecedented disruption to shoppers daily lives. Initial 
needs were around stocking up on supplies, health, 
hygiene and protection.

Insights from search behaviour is key, as this is typically 
a consumer’s first step on the digital path to purchase. 
Search is an early indicator of shifts in categories, and 
which categories might be affected next. 

By any measure, Amazon has emerged stronger from the global crisis. But it has involved 
some tough decisions, major investments and a very clear focus on doing the things 
that make a difference as Xian Wang, Senior Director of Product and Content at Edge by 
Ascential reveals. 

COVID-19 CONCERN GROWS

Issues abroad spark 
concern locally

First movers stock up on
hygiene products, food 
staples, and household 
essentials

Day-to-day economy 
continues with moderate
impact on inventory 
and tra�c

SHOCK DRIVES URGENCY

Closure and social distancing
drive panic buying

Severe out-of-stocks online 
and in stores for household 
essentials, food staples and
 hygiene products

Dramatic increase for
electronics, toys and game
as consumer prepare to work
from home

Restaurants, non-essantial 
stores close, with footfall 
diverted to grocer

Demand for delivery accross
industry skyrockets

SUSTAINED SOCIAL
DISTANCING SETS IN

New temporary normal
reveals new nees as 
consumers spend majority 
of time in home

Big stock-up no longer
relevant, consumers now
just replenishing supply

In case of over-purchased
categories, sales decline
Discretianory purchases
increase (perhaps below
normal) as shoppers settle
in to home confinment
Housholds subscribe to
ecommerce auto-
replenishment schemes

TRANSITION BACK TO
NORMAL LIFE

Stores gradually reopen
and consumers re-enter
daily life with uncertain
economic outlook

Consumers manage down
excess stock level and
then resume normal
spending patterns
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PROJECTED STAGES OF GROCERY SHOPPER BEHAVIOUR DURING COVID-19 PANDEMIC

Source: Edge by Ascential
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Monitoring of search trends would have 
indicated where shoppers were looking to 
Amazon’s platform to source items such 
as masks and hand sanitisers, going as far 
back as early January, well ahead of any 
government/policy announcements.

Although health and hygiene related terms 
continued to persist as top interest for 
today’s shopper, analysis of search terms 
showed a second wave of searches for 
consumer electronics, and entertainment.  

As these events have pushed consumers 
to change the way they interact with work 
and family and their daily routines, this 
was reflected in what they were looking to 
equip themselves with to cope under new 
circumstances and build out home offices.

The rise of work from home requirements 
resulted in a spike in searches and 
purchases of technology such as printer 
supplies, desktops, displays. Gaming for 
entertainment also boosted the demand 
for technology, both in terms of devices and 
associated accessories.  Exercise was also 
a trend that came in the second wave, with 
searches for items like “resistance bands” 
and “yoga mats” climbing fast.  

As consumers face the prospect of an 
extended lockdown period with movement 
restrictions, but as weather moved into 
Spring, we also saw an increased interest 
in outdoor entertainment and home 
improvement, with interest on search terms 
like “pool” and “trampoline” entering the 
top 50 terms.

AMAZON SEARCH TERM RANKINGS OVER TIME IN THE US

BREAKING RECORDS
Across all consumer packaged goods, the latest 3-4 weeks on Amazon in both North America and Europe have beaten both 
Prime Day 2019 and Cyber Week 2019, previously the highest sales periods in history for those categories prior to COVID-19, 
which gives us an indication of the scope of the unplanned demand that Amazon has had to manage through. 

Amazon Category Retail Sales Comparison - US: Latest Week WC 12/4/2020

Brands and retailers have had to prioritise essential SKUs for manufacturing and supply (including household tissue and tinned 
groceries), reallocating labour and resources where necessary in order to continue improving availability rates. As Amazon continues 
to focus on its coronavirus response, brands should prioritise staying in stock with key items, supporting the broader efforts of the 
platform and avoiding seeing digital shelf placement deterioration due to being out-of-stock.

Brands can and should communicate frequently with retailers to identify and anticipate most in-demand products to increase capacity 
for and work together to implement strategies to balance in-store availability levels with increased online demand.

OVERALL:
Eight of the twelve 
categories had the peak 
in sales in the weeks 
commencing March 8, 
2020 or March 15, 2020.

The categories outside 
of this were cleaning 
and hand sanitizing 
categories which peaked 
earlier, much before wider 
lockdown measures were 
announced

OTHER CATEGORY 
PEAKS:
Hand Sanitizers  
(w/c January 26, 2020)
Disinfectant Wipes  
(w/c February 23, 2020)
Hand Wash ( 
w/c March 1, 2020)
Vitamin C  
(w/c March 22, 2020)

OVERALL:
Similar to the US, Food & 
Drinks categories had their 
peak in sales after those 
Cleaning and Hand Wash 
categories.

Home Care & Cleaning, Soaps 
& Hand Wash and Antiseptics 
& Disinfectants peaked earliest 
on the week commencing 
March 1, 2020.

Cold & Flu, Health & Baby 
Care, Baby Bottle Sterilisers, 
Vitamins and Cereals & 
Breakfast were next, peaking 
week of March 15, 2020.

Drinks, Crisps & Snacks and 
Tinned & Jarred Food all had 
their peak in sales in the week 
commencing April 5, 2020
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Search Term

Search 

Frequency 

Rank

AirPods 1

iPhone 11 case 2

Nintendo Switch 3

Laptop 4

Christmas Decorations 5

Wireless Earbuds 6

iPhone Charger 7

Apple Watch 8

airPod Case 9

Christmas Tree 10

Apple Watch Band 11

Weighted Blanket 12

iPhone 11 pro Max Case 13

Headphones 14

iPad 15

Halloween Costumes for Women 16

Bluetooth Headphones 17

Nintendo Switch Games 18

Lightning Cable 19

Air Fryer 20

2019 - Q4

Search Term

Search 

Frequency 

Rank

N95 Mask 1

Hand Sanitizer 2

Face Mask 3

iPhone 11 Case 4

Masks For Germ Protection 5

AirPods 6

Mask 7

Surgical Mask 8

Airpod Case 9

N95 Respirator Mask 10

Apple Watch Band 11

Face Mask Medical 12

Wirelesse Arbuds 13

iPhone 11 Pro Max Case 14

Apple Watch 15

iPhone XR Cases 16

N95 17

Valentines 18

Lingerie For Women 19

Water Bottle 20

2020 - FEBRUARY

Search Term

Search 

Frequency 

Rank

iPhone 11 Case 1

N95 Mask 2

AirPods 3

airPod Case 4

Surgical mask 5

Wireless earbuds 6

Kobe bryant jersey 7

Apple watch band 8

Led strip lights 9

iPhone 11 Pro Max Case 10

AirPods Case 11

Mask 12

iPhone XR cases 13

Laptop 14

Nintendo Switch 15

Air Fryer 16

Water Bottle 17

Apple Watch 18

Pop Socket 19

iPhone 11 20

2020 - JANUARY

Search Term

Search 

Frequency 

Rank

Toilet Paper 1

Hand Saritizer 2

Clorox Wipes 3

Toilet Paper Bulk 4

Disinfectant Wipes 5

Lysol Spray 6

N95 Mask 7

Paper Towels 8

Baby Wipes 9

Aloe Vera Gel 10

Purell Hand Sanitizer 11

Hand Soap 12

Sanitizer 13

Lysol 14

Thermometer 15

Rubbing Alcohol 16

Alcohol 17

Hand Sanitizer Travel Size 18

Purell 19

Bidet 20

WEEK ENDING MARCH 14, 2020

Source: Edge by Ascential

Source: Edge by Ascential

Source: Edge by Ascential

Amazon Category Retail Sales Comparison - UK: Latest Week WC 12/4/2020



EMERGING FROM 
THE SHADOWS

ANALYSIS

Source: YouGov, OC&C analysis

ALMOST HALF OF CONSUMERS STATE THAT THEY WOULD BE UNCOMFORTABLE 
VISITING A CLOTHING STORE WHEN LOCKDOWN RESTRICTIONS ARE LIFTED
Consumer Comfort Post-COVID: “How comfortable or uncomfortable would you feel visiting each of the following places once the government 
loosens the current lockdown restrictions, and they reopen?” (% of those who say they ever visit these places, 22 April 2020)

Garden centres

Hairdressers/ barbers
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With a steady increase in countries emerging from lockdown, retailers should not 
anticipate a big recovery in consumer spending, says OC&C Strategy Consultants’ 
Katherine Fiander, Associate Partner, and Tom Charlick, Partner. Evidence shows 
that consumers remain cautious and anxious, so how should retailers prepare to 
emerge from the crisis?

By Tom Charlick By Katherine Fiander

As the weeks pass, it is hard to escape the cries of 
frustration at the current lack of certainty. Headlines are 
dominated by demands for a clear plan on how lockdown 
restrictions are to be lifted. But so much about this 
pandemic remains inherently uncertain – there is still 
much that is unknown about the virus, no least our ability 
to reliably test, treat and vaccinate – and so the only 
guarantee to any stated plan would be that it would be 
subject to change. However, we would urge retailers not to 
sit back, and instead to embrace uncertainty and plan now 
for as good a comeback as possible. 

As of a week ago, a third of the global population were 
under some form of COVID-19 restrictions, and the reality 
of lifting those restrictions in a way that optimises 
outcomes for all is an incredibly complex task. Some areas 
are already ahead of others, giving indications as to what 
the order of play might be. Germany has already allowed 
some small shops to re-open, and in Iran, shopping malls 
are starting to open for a limited period of the day.  

What is increasingly clear is that the reality is not one of 
an immediate bounce back when our doors are once again 
opened. The experiences of retailers in countries that are 
already ‘opening up’ suggests that footfall is going to be 
low – typically half of what it should be – as consumers 
remain cautious about venturing out and hesitant to 
browse. Recent statistics published by YouGov support this 
perspective: for example, 46% of UK consumers said they 
would feel uncomfortable visiting a clothing shop once 
restrictions are lifted.  

And it seems the road to recovery will be long, with 
businesses in China reporting demand remains about 
10% below normal, as caution lingers. On a positive note, 
however, people who do venture into stores are typically 

stocking up and spending more, so the impact on the top-
line isn’t quite as severe if you are well prepared.

SO, WHAT CAN RETAILERS DO TO MAXIMISE TRADING 
POTENTIAL THROUGH THE RECOVERY? HERE ARE SOME 
STARTING THOUGHTS…
• Protect customers and employees with appropriate 

PPE and re-flow stores to avoid crowding and ensure 
social distancing can be maintained. 

• Enable a speedy shopping experience for customers 
who wish to minimise exposure time in store. 

• Drive the shift to cashless, contactless and  
self-scan options.  

• Maximise conversion with good availability of key 
lines, contact-free service options and a quick and 
easy checkout process.  

• Consider ways to drive size of basket, using 
promotions and merchandising to increase the spend 
of customers who have made it to your store.  

• And incentivise a return visit – use vouchers and spot 
incentives to prompt future spend.

• Consider how to evolve digital channels to provide 
what the stores no longer can. For the time being, 
they can no longer be the place for browsing, 
inspiration and experience, so instead consider 
how digital can step in, such as social and peer 
recommendation, bespoke digital services and 
personalised inspiration.

A lack of current guidance on when and how retail will be 
able to trade is no reason for inaction. It is critical that 
leadership teams are planning now to maximise their 
comeback, regardless of what happens next.  



INNOVATION 
SPOTLIGHT: CHINA

ANALYSIS

Michael McCool
Managing Director, 
AlixPartners

Jason Ong
Director, AlixPartners
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EVERYONE BECOMES A SALESPERSON
The concept of livestreaming ecommerce isn’t new for 
Chinese consumers. It has seen a substantial upsurge 
over the last year or so, with influencers and brand 
representatives directly selling products via interactive 
online sessions or through social media platforms. But 
the coronavirus-prompted closures upped the ante on it 
significantly. Fila and Anta Sports asked all staff members 
to open individual WeChat stores with the goal of quan 
yuan ying xiao (全员营销), or all-hands selling, and set 
daily sales targets for them. Adidas decided to launch 
a new shoe via a Tmall livestream. Brands that took 
advantage of such experiments even included high luxury 
names such as Miu Miu, Estée Lauder, Celine, and Prada. 

CULTIVATING CLOSER CUSTOMER CONNECTIONS
With ‘in real life’ (IRL) connections absent, many brands 
were hyper-focused on online customer communication 
and outreach during this period. Names such as Louis 
Vuitton, Burberry, and local beauty brand Perfect Diary 
engaged in one-to-one customer conversations on social 
media with the idea of establishing touchpoints that go 
beyond tailored, impersonal messages. Michael Kors ran 
a campaign on WeChat with a step-by-step tutorial on 
how to draw on leather and personalise handbags. Manolo 
Blahnik offered adult colouring sketches. Others shared 
health and safety information – such as Alibaba creating 
an educational manual on COVID-19 that also included a 
list of vetted suppliers for masks, medical gowns, etc. 

STREAMLINING DELIVERY TO MINIMISE DELAYS
As home delivery became the norm and demand 
skyrocketed, industries joined together to ease their 
collective burden. Grocery chains Hema and 7Fresh were 
among retailers that brought on thousands of employees 
from restaurants to help with delivery-related activities 
such as sorting and packing. Hema, also known as 
Freshippo, commissioned buses to help consolidate 
deliveries instead of sending individual couriers on electric 
scooters. Restaurant delivery partner Meituan Dianping, 
meanwhile, sought to allay customers’ concerns about 
food safety by leaving behind a card listing temperatures 
of everyone involved in the cooking and (contactless) 
delivery process alongside the meal. 

In their second report highlighting how retailers are developing innovative solutions in 
response to this global crisis, AlixPartners focus on some outstanding examples of best 
practice in China.  

@alibabacloud.com

@adidas
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HOW THE PANDEMIC 
IS CHANGING 
CONSUMER 
BEHAVIOUR

By Thomas Harms, Global Retail Leader, EY

CONSUMER TRENDS
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D aily life for people around the world has changed 
in ways that would have been unthinkable a few 
weeks ago. But as retailers try to find their way 
through the COVID-19 pandemic, it’s important to 

remember that the global consumer was already evolving 
at great speed. That process is now playing out faster than 
anyone imagined.

To make it through this crisis, and to get ready for what 
comes next, retailers need to anticipate the kind of 
consumer that is emerging. We’ve created the EY Future 
Consumer Index to help. It’s based on a comprehensive 
survey that takes a 360-degree view of the consumer – not 
just how they are shopping and where they are spending, 
but also how they’re feeling about returning to normality, 
what they’re most concerned about, and how they believe 
the world will change.

By tracking changing behaviours and sentiment over 
the coming months, we’ll be able to identify the new 
consumer segments that are emerging. Importantly, we’ll 
be able to see which are temporary reactions to changing 
circumstances and which point to more fundamental shifts. 
This will help retail leaders to adapt faster and stay agile.

FOUR NEW SEGMENTS HAVE EMERGED
In this first article I want to share some initial insights 
about how consumers are changing, and some of the 
questions this raises for retail leaders.

Not surprisingly, the issues worrying consumers the 
most right now relate to the health of their families, 
whether they can buy for their basic needs, and the loss of 
freedoms they took for granted. How they shop and what 
they buy is changing profoundly. For example:

• 42% think the way they shop will change

• 35% think the products they buy will change

• 28% think they will pay more attention to what they 
consume and what impact it has

• 45% think it will take months for shopping to get 
back to normal, if ever

Digging into the detail beneath these topline findings, 
we’ve identified four new consumer segments. There 
are marked differences in the way people are feeling 
personally, how worried they are about the future, and how 
they are changing their spending across these segments 
(see Figure 1).

Understanding how this global health crisis is changing consumers not just in the short-
term is going to be increasingly vital for retail leaders. EY’s recently launched Future 
Consumer Index will help provide this invaluable insight. EY’s Global Retail Leader, 
Thomas Harms unveils in this first report some of the key findings from the Index. 

35%
SAVE AND 
STOCK PILE
Not so concerned about the 
pandemic, but worried about 
their families. Pessimistic 
about the long-term e�ects.

27%
CUT DEEP
Hardest hit by the 
pandemic. Most 
pessimistic about the
future. Spending less 
across all categories.

26%
STAY CALM,
CARRY ON
Not changing their spending
habits. Not directly impacted by 
the pandemic. Worried that others 
are stockpiling.

11%
HIBERNATE AND SPEND
Most concerned about the pandemic, 
but best positioned to deal with it. 
Optimistic for the future. Spending 
more across the board.

EY FUTURE CONSUMER INDEX: AT THIS POINT, THE CRISIS IS DEFINING FOUR CONSUMER SEGMENTS
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For example, the 27% of consumers in the ‘Cut deep’ 
segment are pessimistic about the future and are spending 
less across all categories. They are the people who’ve been 
hardest hit by the pandemic so far.  By contrast, the 11% in 
the ‘Hibernate and spend’ segment are actually spending 
more than they used to. These consumers are the ones 
most concerned about the pandemic, but they are also the 
best positioned to deal with it.

GET AHEAD OF CHANGING SENTIMENT 
In addition to asking people how they are responding now, 
we asked them to share their views on how they expect to 
change their behaviour once they feel the crisis has passed. 
Based on this, the four segments we see now could shift 
into five very different segments (see Figure 2).

In this next phase, 13% of consumers would fall into the 
‘Keep cutting’ segment. They will continue to change what 
they buy and how. These consumers are the least educated 
and least likely to be working. They are people for whom 
the pandemic has always been a huge worry.

By contrast, 9% of consumers fall into the ‘Back with 
a bang’ segment. These are younger people who are 
more likely to be in work. Their daily lives were the most 
disrupted by the pandemic, but they will be the most 
optimistic and plan to spend much more in all categories.

WILL SHORT-TERM CONSUMER CHANGES STICK?
How will the four consumer segments we see today 
transition into the five we’ve identified for the next phase? 
We’ve mapped the pathways that the Index is currently 
suggesting in Figure 3. As you can see, the evolution will 
be fluid and complex. For example, many of the consumers 
making deep cuts now will keep cutting in future, but 
many will not.

It remains to be seen how this actually plays out. In these 
uncertain times we need to be cautious about making 
predictions, especially since people’s own assumptions of 
their future behaviours may not always be accurate. But 
we will track these changes as they occur and highlight any 
new segments we see emerging.

What is clear is this: retailers that understand how the 
COVID-era consumer is evolving will navigate the current 
crisis better and get back up to speed faster when the time 
comes. Here are some questions to reflect on now: 

• How do the emerging customer segments 
we’ve identified here relate to your traditional 
customer base?

• If consumers decide to keep shopping online, even 
when stores re-open, how will you cope with a 
permanent channel mix shift?

• If consumers decide to stick with the new or 
locally produced products they’ve been forced to 
try in lockdown, is your supply chain agile enough 
to respond?

• If more consumers want to buy products with a 
low environmental and social impact, do you have 
the capacity to source and monitor them, and 
communicate their story?

I’ll share more insights on changing consumer behaviour 
and the potential impact on retail in each issue of 
Retailing in a time of crisis. 

Methodology 
This first edition of the EY Future Consumer Index is based on a survey of 4,859 consumers across the US, Canada, UK, France and Germany during the week of April 6 2020. The survey questionnaire covered 
current behaviours, sentiment and intent. 

The views reflected in this article are the views of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of the global EY 
organization or its member firms.

31%
GET TO NORMAL
Spending largely unchanged. Daily lives 
were never really a�ected. Least 
concerned about the pandemic overall.

22%
STAY FRUGAL
Spending slightly less, but some deep
cuts. Trying to get back on their feet.
Among the most pessimistic about
the future .

25%
CAUTIOUSLY
EXTRAVAGANT
Middle to high income. Very 
focused on health but relatively 
optimistic despite a strong 
belief that a global recession is 
coming. Will spend more in 
areas important to them.

13%
KEEP CUTTING
Least educated. Least likely to be working. 
Making deep spending cuts. Changing 
what they buy and how. The pandemic 
was always a huge worry.

9%
BACK TO NORMAL
Younger and in work. Spending much more in all 
categories. Their daily lives were most disrupted. 
Now they're the most optimistic.

EY FUTURE CONSUMER INDEX: FIVE NEW CONSUMER SEGMENTS TO ANTICIPATE  
AS WE EMERGE FROM THE CRISIS

EY FUTURE CONSUMER INDEX: HOW CONSUMER SEGMENTS COULD TRANSITION POST COVID-19
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THE POST-CORONA 
CONSUMER

By Mathias Ullrich, Managing Director, LIGANOVA Group

CONSUMER TRENDS

Photo by CJ Infantino on Unsplash

A s the COVID-19 crisis continues, nobody knows 
when everyday life will be possible again. Yet 
one thing is certain: the longer this state of 
emergency lasts and the stricter the measures to 

slow the virus’s spread, the more likely it is that there will 
be no return to the status quo.

The best way forward for retailers is to plan ahead 
based on scenarios that outline a possible future. These 
scenarios include changes in social behaviour (a return to 
cosmopolitan communities vs. further social cocooning), 
consumer behaviour (hedonism and spending vs. 
continued minimalism), travel behaviour (globetrotting 
vs. “purpose before playa”) and changes in work behaviour 
(work-life balance vs. security and a return to tradition).

No matter how each retailer sees the future, it should 
already be implementing actions and measures to prepare 
for the new normal. However, companies must avoid the 
risk of reactivity and getting lost in short-lived measures. 

The shift in consumer behaviour and preferences presents 
a great opportunity for retailers to rethink their brand 
values, positioning and, more importantly, their go-to-
market approach. Particular attention must be paid to 
the point of sale (POS). As physical touchpoints are under 
scrutiny, the role of the POS needs to be fundamentally 
rethought. Online shopping proved to be reliable and 
acceptable during the crisis, so physical stores may 
increase in relevance as the destination touchpoint for 
experiences. In this setup, physical touchpoints could be 
less crowded with products and have a more spacious 
showroom character, while seamlessly integrating the 
digital space as an “endless aisle” for replenishment of 
goods not available in-store. 

Similarly, the merging of digital and physical touchpoints 
is becoming more important than ever. New, innovative 
service offerings could contribute to a smooth customer 
journey in the future. Observing and anticipating consumer 
behaviour is of great importance in this regard, as well 

as to coordinate touchpoints and add or expand service 
offerings. Adjusting the brand, target group and value 
proposition requires rethinking the company’s offering 
based on customer needs. This affects the relevance of 
certain product categories, but also the characteristics of 
products themselves. Depending on the scenario, the origin, 
ecological and social footprint and the longevity of products 
become increasingly relevant. Retailers must seek a close 
exchange with existing and new target groups, to identify 
their needs and sharpen the product range accordingly. 

This proximity to the customer is also essential for the 
development of new products. The role of experience in 
retail will continue to be crucial for consumers when it 
comes to choosing the right product. Retailers should not 
take for granted that consumers will fall back into purchase 
patterns that are purely product-price based. The desire for 
the right experience could well increase, as consumers tend 
towards more careful and selective purchases in the future. 
Retailers are best advised to double down on experience 
rather than trying to turn back time.

Retailers might also rethink their retail footprints: is the 
megastore approach still future-proof post COVID-19? Or is 
this an opportunity to diversify the footprint and include a 
mix of store formats, ranging from flagship stores to shop-
in-shop or pop-up store concepts where local customer 
proximity is higher and micro-segments can be targeted 
more efficiently?  

While the lockdown has undisputedly created a financial 
threat to retailers globally, it also offers the chance to 
rectify omissions of the past. The time is ripe to deepen 
relationships with customers, expand or hone product 
offerings, and push forward the inevitable shift to 
full digital integration and immersive, transformative 
experiences. And while each retailer’s strategy will be 
unique, they are united by one factor: this shared and 
unprecedented moment of opportunity.

For those stores that have been allowed to stay open during this crisis, all the existing 
rules of layout and merchandising have had to change. But as and when more stores 
re-open, what will be the key considerations retailers need to make if they are going 
to appeal to the new consumer that will emerge post-crisis. Mathias Ullrich, Managing 
Director of the LIGANOVA Group shares his vision. 
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IMAGINING A NEW 
RETAIL FUTURE

By Saher Sidhom, Founder and CEO, HACKMASTERS + MASTERS

FUTURE TRENDS
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I n a PC (Post COVID-19) world the retail industry’s 
biggest mistake would be to miss the opportunity 
to re-imagine itself. COVID-19 has set retail and its 
consumers some interesting and searching questions: 

• Do we really need anything but the essentials? In 
the electronics sector the top selling categories are 
around home working, education, wellbeing and 
entertainment. By contrast, the smartphone, which 
is the icon of modern technology over-inflation, is not 
selling so well.  

• Do we really need to breathe dirty air? The 
environment and air quality are some of the real 
winners of the lockdown and people can literally 
breathe the difference. 

• Can we afford to live in short termism without 
resilience, adaptability and agility? As value chains 
fail to meet different levels and types of demand, 
think: waiting for an Ocado delivery slot or Amazon… 
prioritising product categories or worse empty shelves…

All the above and more is begging a new question of the 
retail industry: What are the new values, infrastructures 
and new paradigms that retail should set for itself?

EMBRACING CHANGE 
Now is the time to redefine retail. The opportunity is to 
develop new breakthroughs in values, infrastructure and 
practice. As fashion forecaster Geraldine Wharry says: “It is 
time to think the impossible.” 

On the values level, at the top of the list is ‘caring’. 
Retailers and brands alike need to discover their “heroic 
self and re-imagine their role in society,” as John Grant, an 
author and strategist, commented. Caring for something 
bigger than themselves; caring for the environment and 
society is going to be essential at every level. This will 
mean a move beyond disposable, obsolete and inflated 
products. Having a true and compelling purpose to a 
brand now and for the future needs to be seen in action.  
Consider YSL’s decision to abandon the fashion seasons 
and stop the madness of seasonal cycles. 

On the infrastructure level, COVID-19 has shown us how 
co-dependent everything and everyone is. Think: luxury 
goods without tourism…retailers without understanding 

landlords. Collaboration is needed – from local and 
frugal innovation/appropriate technology movement to 
open source working practices. Collaborations around 
efficiencies and around growth, the retail industry will 
need to echo the technology industry in its ability to 
network, exchange data and improve the seamless transfer 
of opportunity and optimisation of collective resources. 
Winning in retail is not going to be by being smarter than 
a competitor but by being part of a most powerful and 
symbiotic eco-system of partners.

On the paradigm level, there are many opportunities  
to consider:

• From stores to re-imagining spaces: modular, flexible, 
pop-up, show rooms and distribution warehouses in 
city centres. For example, look at how Dubai Airport 
explored frontier technologies in self-assembly 
architecture to build spaces that build themselves. 
Space10 is an example from IKEA where an entire 
village is designed for liveability and modularity 
where residents can swap flats.

• From sales staff to true boundary-less communities 
of passionate supporters of the brand purpose. 

• From being a mere employer of people to a network 
manager of service providers, suppliers, influencers 
and customers at local and global levels. A digital 
site is no longer a store but a livestreaming, content 
beaming, socially engaging community platform. 
Brands such as Nike and Lululemon that understood 
the value of community from the outset are the ones 
that managed to enable community to be a peer-to-
peer channel rather than a loyalty programme. 

• From bricks-and-mortar and digital to true 
experiences that expand the senses not mimic what 
is lost from the physical shopping experience.

INNOVATION WITH INTENT
Innovation with intent is the ultimate insurance. We have 
an opportunity to define new intent directions for the 
industry: social, environmental and cultural. It is retail’s 
defining moment. 

It is hard to see beyond today’s short term, enormous challenges. But in a crisis that 
is sweeping away so much of what we’ve come to take for granted, can we imagine 
a different future in which a new retail can emerge? Saher Sidhom, the founder of 
specialist, scenario planning network Hackmasters, gives his unique perspective that 
poses some profound questions
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T he latest BrandZ Top 75 Most Valuable Global 
Retail ranking shows that the brand value of 
retailers is growing. Notably however the rise in 
total value is being driven by a key handful of 

brands rather than across the board.

With many physical retail outlets forced to close as part 
of the lockdown, the biggest group of winners have been 
the digital natives. The coronavirus crisis underscores the 
essential role that retail plays in both our daily lives and 
the overall global economy. Amazon, JD and Alibaba are all 
ecommerce giants that have benefited from their ability 
to help customers navigate the lockdown by supplying the 
goods that we have needed to make home life work.

Amazon, the most valuable retail brand, is up 32% to 
$415.9 billion, commanding 27% of the Top 75’s total brand 
value, while JD has risen 24% to $25.5 billion and Alibaba 
is up 16% to $152.5 billion. 

The second group of retailers to thrive have been the 
supermarkets, brands that sell most of their goods and 
services from physical locations have also thrived with 
Walmart up 24% at $45.8 billion and Costco up 35% at 
$28.7 billion we see Walmart and Costco also featuring in 
our top 10 risers table.

Even with social distancing measures in place, businesses 
with grocery at their core have benefited from a rise in 
spending as people have put food at the centre of their 
lockdown around the world.

The final group of companies that have done well are those 
that have ensured our minds and bodies are kept fit during 
confinement. Yoga clothing brand lululemon is the top 
riser in this year’s ranking up 40% to $9.7 billion.

And it’s succeeded not just because it sells the right 
clothing but because it also delivers lessons and guidance 
on how best to stay supple through a series of online 
lessons and fitness programmes. 

All three categories of brands share one thing in common, 
they are going the extra mile to help us navigate a unique 
period in the world’s history. How retailers behave during 
this crisis in terms of helping people through the crisis, as 
well as the way in which they treat their staff and whether 
they comply with government and health advice, will be 
important to their survival. The brand value they accrue 
will help them to come out of this period stronger and 
more resilient than their competitors. 

Three clear consumer propositions can help us identify the winners from the retail 
lockdown. Elspeth Cheung, Global Brand Valuations Director at BrandZ, explains

TOP 75 MOST VALUABLE GLOBAL RETAIL BRANDS 2020

Rank Brand

1 Retail  415,855  315,505  +32%

2  Retail  152,525  131,246  +16%

3  Fast Food  129,321 130,368  -1%

4 Retail 57,585 53,507 +8%

5  Luxury 51,777 47,214 +10%

6 Apparel 49,962 47,360 +5%

7  Fast Food 47,753 45,884 +4%

8 Retail 45,783 36,801 +24%

9 Luxury 36,120 37,006 -2%

10 Luxury 33,008 30,966 +7%

Category Brand Value2020 $M Brand Value2019 $M Brand Value % Change 
2020 vs. 2019

Amazon

Alibaba

McDonald’s

The Home Depot

Louis Vuitton

Nike 

Starbucks

Walmart

Chanel

Hermès

The Top 75 Most Valuable Global Retail Brands was due to be launched at the 2020 World Retail Congress, originally scheduled 
for 28 April and now taking place 28-30 October. BrandZ continues to partner with World Retail Congress and launched the retail 
report together via a bespoke digital experience. The report together with a wide range of interactive and downloadable content is 
now available in a special BrandZ and World Retail Congress Virtual World Experience. Go to https://retail.diginar.io to download 
the special app.  

https://retail.diginar.io/broadcast/
https://www.brandz.com/articlenew/top-75-most-valuable-global-retail-brands-2020-5298
https://retail.diginar.io/virtual-world/#download
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T he retail innovations we’ve been tracking continue 
to highlight the acceleration of trends that were 
already gaining traction prior to the COVID-19 
pandemic — including livestreaming sales, creative 

influencer marketing and the use of virtual reality — while 
also attempting to strike the right balance between 
consumer safety and convenience.

“This is the moment for business leaders to be investing in 
understanding the innovation landscape which will frame 
future retail. We are on the verge of ‘the great reset’ and 
those that are on the right side of disruption will thrive,” 
James Bidwell, Co-Founder of disruption and innovation 
consultancy Re_Set, commented. 

Livestreaming and VR have allowed some brands to shift 
sales online or, in some cases, launch and promote brand 
new products. In China, we’ve seen Naixue Tea collaborate 
with an influencer to release a new line targeted at young, 
home consumers. Other brands, like one bridal company 
we spotted in Spain, have created new, virtual platforms to 
continue moving products during the lockdown. 

While many retailers are focusing on ecommerce solutions, 
there are innovations making it possible to keep foot 
traffic active in-store, where possible, and with social 
distancing in mind. A design studio in Rotterdam has 
come up with a new layout for open-air markets and an 
American tech company has developed a smart device for 
use in-store that ensures shoppers keep a safe distance. 

Time will tell whether these innovative retail ideas will 
remain relevant once there is a return to relative normalcy, 
but it is without doubt inspiring to see so many creative 
solutions evolving out of this crisis.

Photo by Ramon Kagie on Unsplash
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Image by 二 毛 from Pixabay
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TEA CHAIN USES LIVE STREAMING AND INFLUENCER TO 
LAUNCH NEW PRODUCT
In China, Naixue Tea collaborated with Alibaba’s local 
delivery service affiliates and ecommerce livestreamer 
Zhang Dayi to launch a new line of themed products for 
customers to enjoy at home. Zhang’s BigEve beauty brand 
worked with the chain to create a gift box shaped like a 
to-go cup, which they filled with a limited-edition cleanser, 
facial scrub, body wash, and Naixue drink vouchers. 

Takeaway: The livestream on Taobao sold nearly 3000 
sets within seconds, and more than 10,000 units by the 
end of the broadcast. As the ecommerce/livestreaming 
space becomes more crowded, it’s important to cater to a 
target market. Consumers aged between 21 and 30 years 
old have become the core tea drinkers, accounting for half 
of the total number. Because young white-collar workers 
in China — especially women (70%) — are Naixue’s target 
customers, livestreaming events and beauty collaborations 
are particularly attractive and represent the future of 
advertising to many industries.

Find out more 

https://www.springwise.com/innovation/advertising-marketing/naixue-collaborations-healthy-coronavirus
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BRIDAL COMPANY LAUNCHES FIRST VIRTUAL 
SHOWROOM

Barcelona-based bridal company Pronovias Group 
launched what it claims to be the first digital showroom 
in the industry, where customers can shop the latest 
collections of all the group’s brands – Pronovias, St 
Patrick, Nicole, White One and Lady Bird. It also debuted 
a B2B e-service platform to exchange information with 
customers and plans to expand the number of countries 
that offer virtual appointments. 

Takeaway: With over 400 points of sale in 105 countries, 
the initiative is part of Pronovias’ digital transformation 
process to improve the service for their worldwide 
customers, through multiple channels. According to 
IBISWorld, the wedding service industry generated 
€71bn in 2019. With couples postponing or significantly 
downsizing their wedding arrangements and honeymoons, 
the COVID-19 shutdown has uprooted the wedding service 
industry and the accompanying 1.2 million jobs. However, 
knowing that couples will continue to get engaged, bridal 
companies are also planning for the future and being 
pushed to come up with innovative approaches.

Find out more 

JEWELLER PIVOTS TO LIVESTREAMED ‘STORES’

The Shenzhen-based multi-brand jeweller Ideal converted 
its business almost overnight from a traditional, bricks 
and mortar-based shop, to an ecommerce model that uses 
livestreaming. The company’s in-store sales staff have 
become live broadcasters, with each one managing their 
own livestreamed ‘store’ as a type of franchise. Ideal has 
partnered with SaaS retail software provider YouZan to 
build a mini-platform within the popular WeChat app. 

Takeaway: By moving to a livestreaming model, Ideal 
is able to curate its collections to target regional tastes 
and styles. Sales associates are also able to also create 
personalised content, such as giving style advice and 
offering regional promotions. The company had planned 
to roll out the new platform later in the year but pushed 
it forward by several months after being forced to close 
stores during the pandemic. This livestreaming model is 
becoming increasingly popular in China, but in light of the 
current situation we may well see it expand very soon into 
new markets across the world.

Find out more 

IN-STORE DEVICE TO HELP SOCIAL DISTANCING

San Diego-based tech company Indyme, which specialises 
in shopper engagement and loss prevention, is making 
social distancing easier to follow inside shops selling 
essential items, such as groceries and pharmacies. The 
SmartDome is easy to install and able to be adapted for 
checkouts, counters, entrances and busy parts of the shop. 
It is similar to a security camera, and it watches customers 
and sends out messages if they are not keeping to the 
rules of social distancing, such as “for your safety, please 
maintain at least six feet of social distance”.

Takeaway: According to many health officials, COVID-19 
can spread between people up to two metres from 
each other, which is the encouraged guideline for social 
distancing. Shops have therefore had to put stringent 
measures in place, to enforce social distancing, but many 
are struggling with this, because of excess demand and 
stock-piling trends. In addition to new technology like 
Indyme’s being developed, we’re also seeing increased use 
of contactless or cashier-less technology and redesigned 
store layouts. 

Find out more 

INSTACART SHARES DATA TROVE TO EASE GROCERY 
SHORTAGES

The American online grocery delivery platform Instacart is 
sharing its vast trove of data with producers of packaged 
food items. The hope is this will help with widespread 
supply chain issues. Instacart delivers from 25,000 grocery 
stores, located in more than 5,500 cities across North 
America. This gives the company a unique position to 
capture data on what people are buying on a particular day 
and which products are running low and where.

Takeaway: Instacart had already been working with 
selected large packaged food manufacturers, such as 
Conagra and Kraft Heinz, to track where products are 
running low and fine-tune supply chains. The pandemic 
sped up this process and is also providing Instacart with 
the opportunity to demonstrate how its analytics platform 
can aid food manufacturers. The tech firm has had to 
respond to issues around PPE for workers and sick pay, but 
it has also had a role to play in helping get grocery supply 
chains running smoothly again.

Find out more 

REDESIGNED LOCAL FOOD MARKETS WITH SOCIAL 
DISTANCING IN MIND

The Rotterdam-based design studio Shift has created 
a hyperlocal market design that keeps shoppers safe 
through social distancing. Any open-air market can use 
the design. Rather than congregating in a single location, 
the market’s vendors split into groups of threes and set 
up around the outside of a 16-square grid with a single 
entrance and two exits.

Takeaway: The COVID-19 pandemic is certainly 
emphasising the importance of local trade and community 
connections. It will be interesting to see which adaptations 
prove useful beyond the periods of lockdown and social 
distancing. It may be the case that the most flexible 
solutions to these new challenges become more widely 
adapted for use in other types of disaster relief, especially 
if another wave of infections results in additional rounds 
of isolation measures later in the year.

Find out more 

 Ich bin dann mal raus hier. from Pixabay
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Every day, powered by its global community of innovators, Springwise spots and analyses the latest innovations that 
promote positive and sustainable change from around the globe. For further information and to sign up to Springwise 
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ASIA PACIFIC
By Malina Ngai, A.S. Watson Group 

T hree months on from our first store closures, 
lockdown restrictions are being lifted across 
Asia, and our health and beauty retail business 
is starting to bounce back. Whilst the global 

economic outlook seems bleak at the moment with long 
term challenges, we believe that there is a light at the end 
of the tunnel.

The outbreak of COVID-19 was an unknown territory but a 
challenge we faced head on. Our strategy has always been 
to put our customers first and look after our colleagues 
and communities - and these three things have become 
increasingly important.

COVID-19 escalated quickly across Europe - much faster 
than we had experienced in Asia, however our experience 
meant we were able to act quickly and implement a 
number of initiatives across our European operations. 

When lockdown was announced in Italy, a video 
briefing was immediately held with business leaders 
from all of our European operations, covering 20 
countries. We created and shared operational toolkits, 
including employees’ work arrangements, protective 
measures, communications, ecommerce and supply 
chain adjustments, and advised businesses to focus on; 
communication, unity and leadership. 

These three focuses have helped us to not only deliver 
but continue to deliver our mission - protect our 
colleagues - especially those on the front line - provide 
our customers with products and inspiration and support 
our communities.

HOW HAS CUSTOMER BEHAVIOUR CHANGED? AND HOW 
ARE YOU PREPARING FOR THE RE-OPENING?
Customer needs in the short term will continue to be 
skewed towards personal care, hygiene products and 
health products. Since there are no or less social activities, 
naturally the demand for cosmetics and perfume has 
significantly reduced, while demand for basic skincare 
has been maintained. What we are seeing in beauty and 
haircare is the growing demand for in-home DIY products 
and devices. Digital content and customer communications 
need to have a human tone of voice to keep the emotional 
connection between us and our customers.

From a channel perspective, more customers are 
‘comfortable’ with (or have no choice) shopping online for 
multi-categories during COVID-19.  As market activities 
gradually re-open, customers do have the urge to be back in 
retail stores, especially the ones where they know the store 
personnel because they want that human connection again. 
After lockdown was lifted in China, the Netherlands and Italy, 
initial signs show that customers are returning to stores.

Over the past four weeks, we’ve conducted a global survey 
in over 20 markets in Asia and Europe. Amongst the 
20,000 customers who responded, almost all said they will 
return to physical stores and one third said they will shop 
more often. Meanwhile, 80% said they will continue to 
shop online.

We have prepared all of our operating businesses to 
welcome customers back into shops, however many aspects 
of these businesses need to be adjusted. The in-store 
experience needs to accommodate the two-metre social 
distancing measures, we have removed product testers and 
we are encouraging the use of contactless payment. 

Whilst shopping online during COVID-19, customers have 
been more forgiving with delivery times as many understand 
the heightened demand. Post-COVID-19, that expectation 
will change and customers will demand more speedy 
delivery. Marionnaud in France provides a two-hour express 
delivery service and Superdrug in the UK has implemented 
a new way to serve customers with the launch of a ‘store 
to door’ service, providing same day delivery even during 
COVID-19. This is part of our global digital transformation 
plan which has been accelerated in 2020. In other markets 
like China, for example, one-hour delivery and 30-minute 
click-and-collect was already available. 

While the end of the coronavirus may not be in sight, 
and the full extent of its impact remains uncertain, we 
embrace this challenging time to prepare our brands to 
emerge from the crisis stronger than before. Don’t waste 
a crisis – learn, look for the positives and intensify the way 
we care for our people, customers and communities. 

Malina Ngai, Group COO 
of A.S. Watson Group and 
CEO of A.S. Watson (Asia & 
Europe)

HEALTH AND BEAUTY STARTS 
THE BOUNCE BACK
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ASIA | CHINA
by Ella Kidron and Ling Cao, JD.com

THE TECHNOLOGY BEHIND 
THE EVERYDAY MAGIC OF 
LOGISTICS

W hat does it take for a company like JD.com 
to be able to deliver more than 90% of 
orders same or next day, rain or shine, to 
customers across China? And what did the 

arrival of COVID-19 mean for our ability to achieve this?

To an extent, the virus has made everyone more conscious 
about the journey, or at least ‘the last mile’, in a few ways. 
Firstly, we are more acutely aware of all of the touchpoints 
involved in the delivery of a single package.

Secondly, whether an order arrives on time has gone 
from being a ‘nice to have’ that we both expect and take 
for granted, to being the deciding factor that enables us 
to get basic necessities while protecting our health and 
wellness by staying home and avoiding going into stores 
unnecessarily. 

We don’t just rely on the ability to place online orders, but 
on the expectation that the order will reach us as soon as 
humanly possible.

What does all this mean? Ordinarily, logistics isn’t on most 
people’s minds because we are deceptively removed from 
the process, and with good reason. When there is no stress 
on logistics systems, and when stock is plentiful and no 
pressures on delivery times, it’s easy to remain distant. With 
the COVID-19 crisis, we know that logistics has become an 
even more critical and inseparable part of retail, especially 
ecommerce, and we believe it has become one of JD’s greatest 
competitive advantages. To achieve this, we focus on three 
aspects: warehousing, transportation and delivery. 

WAREHOUSING – CLOSER TO CUSTOMERS
Looking from the top network design level, based on big 
data and algorithms, JD designed its fulfilment network 
layout to put products closest to its customers. 

JD has a self-developed, integrated warehousing system, 
integrating all software and hardware systems together, 
to ensure maximum efficiency. Based on operations 
optimisation algorithms, logistics simulation technology 
(which can simulate real scenarios on a platform) and 
machine learning, JD achieves smart warehousing 
throughout the whole supply chain, including smart 
forecast, smart inventory management, smart scheduling 
and operations. 

Take optimising the sorting process as an example: JD 
deals with SKUs every day, but how does it company make 
sure the sorting process is accurate and fast? Since 2007, 
when JD started to build its logistics network, the sorting 
process has gone from solely manpower based to being 
handled automatically by multiple machines. For example, 
JD developed an automated guided vehicle which can 
transport an entire shelf to warehouse workers, so that 
they need only to scan products from the shelves, rather 
than walk all around the warehouse to pick up goods.

Another innovation for the sorting centre is JD’s self-
developed Internet of Things, or IoT-based plastic cargo 
bags (a bag used to collect multiple parcels in one place). 
Previously, due to the large size and volume of the bag 
and its content, as well as its irregular shape, the barcode 
on the bag was hard to read by laser scanning or image 
recognition devices. But IoT technology means the bags 
are automatically recognised and sorted, with an accuracy 
of 99.99%, improving operational efficiency by more than 
five times.

JD’s goods to person system in the warehouse
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TRANSPORTATION – CONNECTING THE SYSTEMS
It’s easier to do route optimisation in a warehouse 
since the scenario involves a fixed space and is in a 
relatively unchanged environment. But there are higher 
requirements for route optimisation when it comes to 
transportation and delivery out on the roads. 

Powered by AI technology and big data, JD achieves 
dynamic transportation route planning, which connects 
the entire sorting process, from warehouse, to delivery 
stations nationwide, and ultimately to couriers. The whole 
process is fast and organised. The system recommends 
the transportation route and frequency based on analysis, 
reducing unnecessary touchpoints in the process and 
improving vehicle utilisation rates by over 40%.

Wuhan, Hubei province, the COVID-19 epicentre in China, 
is a good place to analyse this, since the outbreak put 
immense pressure on the supply chain in the region. JD 
tested the risk through its ‘digital twin model’, which 
simulates and forecasts the real conditions, in order to 
better evaluate the impact on road closure of dozens of 
main roads in and out of Wuhan, as well as the indirect 
impact on hundreds of routes nationwide. Using the 
technology, JD made the emergency adjustment plan 
within just several minutes, ensuring needed supplies 
reached Wuhan as soon as possible, while items destined 
for other areas avoided Wuhan altogether.

DELIVERY – A QUESTION OF FREQUENCY
One important consideration for last mile delivery is how 
to better set the frequency for each station in order to 
make sure delivery can be achieved same or next day, 
especially when there are multiple requirements from 
customers, such as scheduled delivery.

JD’s technology combined traditional operations research 
with big data from couriers’ existing delivery routes and 
enhanced the efficiency and accuracy from a strategic level. 

LOOKING AHEAD
The COVID-19 experience has reinforced the importance 
of developing advanced technologies such as big data 
and IoT. Wenming Zhe, Chief Architect and Head of the 
5G applications program at JD Logistics sums it up: “5G 
and IoT enable us to realise the connection of all things. 
Based on big data, AI and robotics ensures continuous 
improvements in the logistics industry in terms of quality 
and efficiency. Smart logistics, which is characterised 
by ubiquitous connection, digitisation and intelligence, 
is becoming the driving force of China’s logistics 
transformation.”

JD has been investing and researching IoT devices and 
systems for use in its logistics network since 2016, and 
deployed IoT devices in transportation, cold chain monitoring 
and within its logistics parks. In China, the company has long 
led the application of IoT and 5G in the industry.

A fleet of JD Logistics’ transportation vehicles 

LOGISTICS IN THE ‘NEW NORMAL’ IN CHINA 
In the past few months, returning to work in China has 
become more prevalent. Data from JD revealed a rise in 
work-resumption related purchases, and also found that 
by the end of March, white collar workers had already 
resumed the habit of having ecommerce parcels delivered 
to their offices.

On 8 April the lockdown in Wuhan was lifted. In the first 
week of April alone, the number of large items delivered by 
JD Logistics increased over 900%.

So, where does that leave logistics? Further innovations 
and efficiencies are being incorporated into the logistics 
process through autonomous delivery bots, or delivery to 
trunks of cars to minimise human contact, for example. 

These innovations are attracting considerable attention, 
but what about the actual ‘nuts and bolts’ logistics process 
itself? Are customers becoming more conscious of it? The 
Google Trends data doesn’t seem to suggest the latter, 
though perhaps that is by design.

The everyday magic of logistics is that even in the most 
trying times, goods simply get to where they need to go. 
Behind the scenes, technologies like big data and IoT act 
as puppeteers, making sure that the show goes on. The 
fact of the matter is, whether the term logistics becomes 
part of our common language usage or not, its impact on 
our lives and the value that logistics brings to society as a 
whole is undeniable. 

Ling Cao, JD.com Ella Kidron, International 
Communications, JD.com

A JD delivery station head in Wuhan scanning parcels 



CALLS FOR GOVERNMENT TO 
NOW TURN ATTENTION TO 
SUPPORTING RETAIL
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ASIA | INDIA
By B.S. Nagesh, Shoppers Stop Limited
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I ndia has been put into Lockdown 3.0, with the 
government announcing its second extension to 
restrictions, which included a few relaxations.

Many, myself included, are grateful to the Government of 
India (GOI) for putting life ahead of livelihood. We must 
also appreciate the tenacity of 1.3 billion Indians who have 
stayed indoors and followed social distancing norms. No 
doubt, migrant workers who can’t return home, returning 
employees and people living in the slum areas are going 
through severe hardship.

India has been classified into three zones – red, orange and 
green. Within red there are containment zones. Starting 
3 May, the government relaxed opening of non-essential 
retail and many other services, but malls, shopping centres 
and cinemas have not yet been given permission to open.

The government has remained silent on safeguarding 
the livelihoods of the workforce and on plans to help 
businesses, including retail. In India there are 15 million 
retailers employing 46 million workers, with about six 
million of them working in the modern retail sector. With 
no fiscal stimulus the retail industry is on tenterhooks. 

We have seen many salary cuts taking place, starting at 
10% and going up to 50% pay cut for the top management. 
Since there is an advisory from the government to retain 
jobs the industry is waiting to see what financial support 
will be offered. However, in the absence of the same, 

I expect to see 20%-25% job losses in the first three 
months, mostly in the non-essential retail categories. 
Modern retail contributes only 3%-5% of the total 
essential retail sales therefore even a huge surge in 
demand will not help retain or create many jobs.

The Retailers Association of India (RAI) has been very 
active in representing the immediate needs of members 
to various government departments. The specific ask 
continues to be increased availability of working capital. 
RAI has also created a database of available jobs in 
essential retailing for people from non-essential retailing 
to take on a voluntary basis. TRRAIN has set up a fund 
to help retail employees with sustenance funds for three 
months if they lose their jobs.

With retail closed for two months, retailers and their 
employees are living in hope and waiting for any good news.

B.S.Nagesh, Founder, 
TRRAIN 
Non- Executive Chairman, 
Shoppers Stop Limited
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IT’S NOT BUSINESS AS USUAL, 
BUT RETAIL IS HOLDING UP
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MIDDLE EAST | SAUDI ARABIA
By Muwaffaq M Jamal
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A s of last week, the landscape has started to change 
significantly.

With the focus still on controlling the spread, there has 
been a partial lift on the nationwide lockdown, with 
people allowed to leave their homes during the day but a 
curfew in place from 5pm to 9am. Malls are permitted to 
operate again as well as food outlets that were previously 
restricted. However, the 24-hour lockdown in high-risk 
areas is being maintained, only allowing emergency trips 
out of the home with special permits. 

Repatriation flights have increased and as a result, more 
nationals are arriving back to spend a week in quarantine 
in five-star hotels. Most were being hosted by Saudi 
embassies and consulates around the world in five-star 
accommodation for an average period of five weeks.

Efforts to identify cases of infection have been stepped 
up through door-to-door testing. This has resulted in 
a spike in identified cases to a little over 1,000 a day. 
In addition, the authorities launched a self-test tool 
through the Ministry of Health’s app which has identified 
about 300 cases from a total coverage of 16,000 self-
tests. Quarantining identified cases is helping to protect 
communities around them. 

The total number of cases as of 29 April reached 21,000. 
With almost 3,000 cases in recovery and 157 deaths, 
the number of active cases is about 18,000. This is 
an outstanding achievement, triggering the easing of 

measures as communities are more aware of practising 
social distancing and other protective measures. 

The first stimulus package of more than SAR 13 billion 
is already in action and among the most significant 
measures are:

• Delay of bank loan repayments for all commercial 
entities for six months with no cost to the businesses

• Government guarantees of new loans to fund working 
capital for all commercial entities 

The availability of stock levels for food items throughout 
the Kingdom is very impressive, being the highest in the 
Middle East. This is indicated by a growth of food imports 
by an average of 26% compared with last year. 

The picture in the grocery store landscape over the past 
couple of weeks has been very vibrant. Grocery stores 
are allowed to operate within the permitted hours. Sales 
numbers are predicted to exceed expectations and this is 
being driven by the double impact of Ramadan season as 
well as the rush buying for stocking up. Non-food retail 
sales have been maintaining the period norms, through 
grocery stores as well as online and home delivery. 

With the easing of measures and malls opening again, the 
fashion retail season of pre-Eid is highly likely to meet its 
sales forecasts, if not exceed them. Additionally, the online 
triple growth rates are further driving volumes of retail 
in the Kingdom. The market in Saudi is very vibrant and 
accommodating the control measures very well. 

Muwaffaq M Jamal
Managing Partner, 
Retail & Marketing 
Consultancy Group and 
former CEO, Panda Retail 
Group 

Photo by Mohammed Hassan on Unsplash
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MIDDLE EAST | UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
By Hani Weiss, Majid Al Futtaim – Retail
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T he most important factor in survival is neither 
intelligence nor strength but adaptability; the 
words of Charles Darwin are being tested as 
companies around the world face a fight for 

survival amid tremendous economic hardship. The most 
comprehensive crisis plans are simply not enough to fully 
prepare companies for a pandemic of this scale. COVID-19 
has demanded that we all completely rethink our approach 
to crisis planning, in real-time and without warning, or face 
the consequence of being put out of business. 

Majid Al Futtaim has learned that while strength and 
intelligence are undoubtedly beneficial in these hard 
times, adaptability really is central to weathering this 
storm. The results of our ongoing resilience initiatives 
are now becoming apparent, and with confidence we can 
isolate our ability to adapt to changes, often in record 
time, as being a fundamental factor in our effective 
organisation-wide response. 

PLANNING FOR THE UNEXPECTED 
A crisis strategy should be flexible enough to accommodate 
unforeseen circumstances and outcomes, but no business 
expected a challenge of this magnitude; therefore, the 
entire crisis preparedness paradigm has changed, and will 
never return to pre-COVID-19 standards. We believe that 
developing an adaptable multi-stakeholder approach to a 
crisis is essential for building lasting resilience. However, 
as data from the World Economic Forum’s Global Risks 
Perception Survey reveals, people often identify readily 
perceptible risks as the most threatening1. This means 
that many companies will likely neglect the crisis planning 
necessary for those risks not directly ahead. The result 
of this oversight will inevitably lead to lower levels of 
adaptability, less agility and more business closures. Going 
forward, the only way to survive is to expect the unexpected 
and assume it will be worse than you imagine when drafting 
your crisis plan.

RESPONDING TO CHANGING CIRCUMSTANCES  
One of the first indicators of change were customers relying 
primarily on online shopping to purchase their groceries 
and household essentials. We saw a 300% uplift in our 
Carrefour online transactions year on year. To address this 
changing circumstance in purchasing behaviour brought 
about by the COVID-19 pandemic, Majid Al Futtaim took 
the initiative to activate an employee redeployment 
programme across the region. The programme saw more 
than 1100 leisure, entertainment and cinema employees, 
who work for Majid Al Futtaim brands that temporarily 
closed during the crisis, reskilled to join the company’s 
Carrefour business temporarily, to assist with online order 
fulfilment, food packing, stock replenishment and more. 
This ongoing initiative required a quick response coupled 
with organisation-wide adaptability to coordinate and 
facilitate the large-scale effort. We also opened several new 
fulfilment centres across the region, as well as our largest 
‘darkstore’ in the UAE - to ensure customers have access to 
the goods they need.  

PARTNERING FOR ADAPTABILITY
For some time now, we have worked closely with the UAE 
Ministry of Climate Change and Environment to support 
local farming by stocking their produce and promoting 
innovative agricultural techniques. Thus we were able to 
partner with them quickly to boost the availability of locally 
grown produce across Carrefour stores in the UAE. The 
programme will open new distribution channels for more 
than 6000 small and medium-sized local farmers who 
have found their traditional routes to market disrupted, 
while ensuring a sustainable supply of fresh fruit and 
vegetables across the country after seeing a 60% increase 
in consumption versus the same period last year. Majid Al 
Futtaim has also officially launched an online marketplace 
through carrefouruae.com that provides the company’s 
shopping mall tenants and other businesses across the UAE 
with a new ecommerce channel to reach their customers – 
allowing local companies to engage with a larger customer 
base without spending the capital normally needed to build 
their own ecommerce infrastructure.

PREPARING FOR A POST-COVID-19 WORLD: 
There is much to accomplish before life returns to a new 
normal amid COVID-19. Opportunities to demonstrate 
adaptability remain present and will serve to strengthen 
the resilience of those businesses willing to be bold and 
implement new ideas. While I believe we will emerge 
from this pandemic with a wealth of valuable insights 
and perspectives on how to operate more effectively and 
efficiently in the retail sector, the world post-COVID-19 will 
be irreversibly different. The retail industry will, to a degree, 
have a first-mover advantage in terms of navigating the new 
customer’s online preferences, improving supply chains, 
building capacity, and adapting to innovations more quickly. 

Ultimately, we will always have a resistance to change, but 
there will always be a need to adapt to survive. As leaders, 
the quicker we understand that fact, the easier it will be to 
lead successful teams and organisations. The imperative 
remains to seek out new opportunities from the ongoing 
crisis, combining action with adaptability, as we seek to 
emerge from this pandemic ready to thrive once again. 

ADAPTABILITY IN THE FACE OF CHANGE: 
COVID-19 AND CRISIS PREPAREDNESS IN 
THE MIDDLE EAST

Reference
¹ http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_Global_Risk_Report_2020.pdf

http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_Global_Risk_Report_2020.pdf
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EUROPE
By Christian Verschueren, EuroCommerce

EUROPE-WIDE 
ACTION IS NEEDED

E uropean governments are all starting to consider or 
implement strategies to introduce a gradual return 
to normality – but it comes with a warning of the 
need to rein it in if more people out shopping 

creates a new spike in infections. 

As this process starts, it is becoming more apparent just 
how much damage the virus has done. The European 
Central Bank has forecast a 7.5% fall in GDP across Europe, 
and some expect this to be as high as 10%. The World 
Trade Organization has warned of a 30% reduction in world 
trading this year. Consumer confidence is already low and 
expected to remain so.  

None of this is good news for European retail, and with 
mounting debt for stores forced to closed for a few 
months, the fear is that many will not re-open. 

Our German member has undertaken a study that predicts 
50,000 store insolvencies this year, and another suggests 
German SMEs have lost €75bn during the shutdown. 

Where countries have started to lift restrictions, such as 
Austria and Germany, non-food retailers re-opening their 
stores have reported that people are still staying away and 
footfall is down between 60%-80%. This may be in part 
because of the continued closure of cafes and restaurants 
making it less attractive to travel into town, and also 
because people are still focused on buying essentials. 

This is why we have been pressing for all shops to be 
allowed to re-open soon, as long as they can provide the 
means to protect the public and staff. It is also why we 
have called for a Marshall Plan of financial support for 
retail and wholesale, and initiatives to restore private 
consumption (which typically drives 50% of GDP in Europe) 
to normal levels as soon as possible. And lastly, it is also 
why we have stressed the need to break down barriers 
to trade within the EU, and a massive pushback against 
protectionism in the world economy, as the two most 
powerful tools for getting the world back on its feet.



Peter Husted Sylvest is the 
founder of pH value Aps, a 
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Scandinavian home interior 
design companies and 
gourmet food businesses and 
restaurants. He is based in 
Copenhagen, Denmark.
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By Peter Husted Sylvest
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EUROPE | DENMARK I t was interesting to see how people turned to 
humour to lighten the darkest days during Denmark’s 
lockdown. There was quite a buzz around home 
haircuts as salons were, along with most other shops, 

temporarily closed. Using social media and video call 
platforms people were showing off their new hairstyles to 
friends, family and the wider world. So when hairdressers 
were permitted to open again it was big news, and the 
Crown Prince getting a haircut on the first day of opening 
made the headlines. 

The government has continued to push cash into the 
hands of small independent companies, to help them 
cover costs and salaries. This was a key priority and they 
will monitor whether it was spent in the right way in the 
near future.  

The bailout programmes for businesses have been updated 
throughout the lockdown period, with two key precepts: 
companies active but not paying tax in Denmark are not 
included in schemes (to prevent the money to be directed 
to tax havens); and secondly, companies that made profits 
in 2019 are getting the most support. 

The re-opening of smaller independent stores has 
brought more people back to the streets, but the police 
have had to close certain parks and harbour fronts to 
prevent people from gathering and fines have been 
issued for flouting the rules. 

Malls and the bigger department stores are calling to be 
allowed to re-open too, as they say they can enforce the 
same safe distance measures, but the Prime Minister 
Mette Frederiksen won’t announce what restrictions will 
be lifted in phase two until 10 May. 

Restaurants and bars are also waiting to hear when they 
can re-open. Experts have said that about a third of the 
restaurants we know today could go under owing to the 
pandemic. The food scene has been a top tourist draw 
for Copenhagen and Denmark as a whole in recent years, 
so there are concerns that this alone will have a massive 
negative impact on the economy.     

The big growth area has, of course, been online commerce, 
with so many brands from both the retail and supplier 
side accelerating their digital plans, in some cases 
implementing within a month what was intended to take 
a year or so.      

This has meant a big increase in resource and investment 
and big increase in demand for digital skills.  

The Salling Group has just allocated 500 million DKK 
/€67m for its online strategy in a bid to take the edge over 
competitors Nemlig.com and Coop.dk. It plans to make 
individual platforms for its chains Føtex and Bilka with shop-
and-collect 24/7 from locker outside the physical stores. 

Firms that supply the Horeca (hospitality) sector found 
that restaurants, bars and hotels closed almost overnight 
and orders dropped to zero. We have seen a number of 
companies come up with innovative ideas for trading, 
including switching to online, with big investments in their 
ecommerce and logistics capabilities. 

Companies such as Empirical Spirits have been able 
to redeploy their bartenders to make home deliveries. 
People will drink in good times and bad times – it’s only a 
question of where. Bring the ‘bar’ to people’s homes, the 
business focus has pivoted to direct selling to consumers 
online, and digital masterclasses and online events are the 
main marketing tools. 

Companies offering subscription models are less affected 
and will likely continue so long as they maintain a quality, 
relevant offer. 

At the political level, we are moving to a new debate that is 
not so much focused on the death rate from the virus but 
more in finding ways to prevent the death of businesses. 

THE DEBATE IS MOVING ON TO 
HOW TO PREVENT BUSINESSES 
FROM GOING UNDER

https://www.bt.dk/royale/kronprins-frederik-vaekker-opsigt-i-udlandet-med-hylende-morsomt-billede
https://shop.empiricalspirits.co
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F rance is now entering its eighth week of lockdown. 
Due to movement restrictions consumers have 
become increasingly used to shopping locally and 
online. In the week from 6 to 12 April, online grocery 

sales doubled, increasing the sector’s market share by more 
than three points since the beginning of the lockdown. 
While home delivery is on the rise, more than 80% of the 
growth in food ecommerce is driven by drive-thru purchases. 

The crisis is an opportunity for food retailers with an online 
presence to attract new customers (in the first week of 
confinement, 1.2 million households used drive-thru options 
for the first time). Surprisingly, 7.1% of total ‘drive’ sales 
came from fruit and vegetable, whereas in normal times 
this category is ignored because shoppers can’t handle and 
choose their own fresh products. 

Drive-thru and click-and-collect are also expanding in 
non-food retail. While some DIY stores have started to 
develop contactless pick-up points, the practice is picking 
up in the fashion sector as well. Kiabi, Tape à l’Œil, 
Intersport and Decathlon have set up order collection 
services in some stores. 

The watchword remains security: orders are placed near 
the customer’s vehicle or in the boot that the customer has 
opened beforehand in order to limit proximity to store staff. 

Finally, the end of the global lockdown is now in sight. 
Stores should re-open their doors on 11 May, but under 
robust health and safety constraints. Shopping centres of 
more than 40,000 sqm are not expected to re-open for the 
moment owing to the scale of social proximity this could 
generate. According to analysts, the real estate company 
most impacted by this decision is Unibail-Rodamco-
Westfield: 68% of its centres and 87% of its tenants could 
remain closed after 11 May.

DRIVE-THRU 
ACCELERATION

By Michel Koch and Anne-Sophie Fernandes
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By Mirko Hackmann D uring the four-week lockdown, German retailers 

have lost an estimated €30bn in sales. The 
existence of 50,000 independent retailers and 
millions of jobs are thought to be severely 

threatened by this massive loss of revenue.

According to a recent study by the Cologne Institute 
for Retail Research (IFH), the number of companies in 
bricks-and-mortar retail could decrease by up to 64,000 
by 2030 – more than a quarter of the approximately 
226,000 retail companies registered across Germany. 
The loss of stores is only partly to do with the pandemic, 
however the virus is highly likely to have accelerated the 
shrinking of the industry. 

In Germany, 54% of all stores are operated by small 
business owners who have little or no reserves and who 
have often missed out on digitisation in the industry. The 
lockdown has forced them to rethink. Many small and 
medium-sized companies are suddenly trying to develop 
ways to offer their products as the only viable channel at 
the moment.

In terms of demand, apart from food stores there was 
no big rush of customers even after the easing of store 
opening restrictions on 20 April. Non-food retail generated 
an average of only 40% of the normal business volume, 
suggesting that consumer sentiment remains very 
subdued – consumers are also in crisis mode.

However, the legislature has only allowed shops to open 
where the sales area is less than 800 sqm and larger stores 
are still banned from trading to prevent crowds in the 
cities. The industry has countered that the square meter 
limit is arbitrary and warns of distortions of competition 
and legal uncertainties, arguing that distance and hygiene 
rules could be observed in both small and large stores.

In order to boost consumer confidence from an all-time 
low, and thus boost the domestic economy, the German 
Trade Association (HDE) is proposing cheques of €500 for 
every citizen. In recent years, consumer spending has been 
an anchor of stability for the entire German economy and 
post COVID-19, that could be the case again – if the federal 
government sets a strong consumption stimulus, the 
association argues. 

According to the HDE, the money should be made available 
to people as soon as the infection rates have become 
manageable and large areas of the economy are preparing 
to return to normal.
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SHOPPERS IN CRISIS MODE 
TOO, SO DEMAND STAYS LOW 
AMID RE-OPENINGS
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AFTER ALMOST TWO MONTHS OF LOCKDOWN ITALY 
IS PREPARING TO RELAX THE GUIDELINES. IS THE 
COUNTRY READY FOR THIS IMPORTANT NEXT STAGE?  
Initially it seems to me that 4 May was much too early. 
We are seeing constant and significant improvements in 
Italy, but key indicators are not demonstrating at all that 
the pandemic is fully under control. Two weeks ago, I was 
extremely concerned that this rush could trigger a huge 
and hardly manageable second wave of infection.

But it is clear the Italian Government is desperate to 
restart the economy and has been issuing many rules and 
recommendations that I believe show a lack of preparation 
and coherence. For example, most industries could re-
open on 4 May, subject to implementing strict hygiene 
and health protection measures. Workers can use public 
transportation, but as of 2 May, the hygiene and social-
distancing measures were not finalised. Masks and gloves 
will be compulsory, but it is not clear at all if they are going 
to be available, when, where and at what price? 

WHAT GUIDELINES FOR RETAIL FOR EASING OF THE 
LOCKDOWN HAVE BEEN ANNOUNCED AND DO YOU 
THINK THEY SOUND PRACTICAL?
All retailers will be able to re-open on 18 May, if the 
R0 (reproduction number) is lower than 1 and subject 
to implementing the now standard health protection 
and social distancing measures. Malls are going to be 
authorised to re-open under conditions which are still 
being discussed. Bars and restaurants will be able to re-
open only on 1 June, under conditions still to be defined. 
This date will be postponed if R0 goes over 1.

But the reality is for 10 weeks (almost 20% of a full year) 
pure bricks-and-mortar players have had no turnover at all. 
For bars and for 80% of restaurants, if they re-open at the 
start of June, we are talking about 12 weeks with zero income. 
Omnichannel retailers have seen a significant increase in their 
online activity but, as far as I know, none of them has been 
able to compensate sales lost from their stores.

The consumer mindset has already changed and will 
continue to do so for a while. To survive, retailers will 
need to adapt to significantly lower turnover. Shop, bars 
and restaurant closures will contribute in the short and 
mid-term to high unemployment rates with inevitable 
social consequences.  

The key issue is how many retailers have a balance-sheet 
that allows them to overcome this disruption. If ‘cash was 
king’ before COVID-19, it has now become emperor.

AS VICE-CHAIRMAN OF THE LUXURY GROUP AL TAYER 
IN UAE, HOW DOES THE EUROPEAN RETAIL AND 
LEISURE EXPERIENCE COMPARE WITH THE SITUATION 
IN DUBAI?
United Arab Emirates has a significantly smaller 
population than Italy, but it’s still interesting to compare 
how things are handled, particularly in Dubai. Lockdown 
measures started on 16 March with bars, then followed by 
malls and most of the offices on 24 March. A first round 
of stay at home measures were imposed on 26 March with 
restaurants and beaches closed from 4 April onwards. 
Stay at home measures became very drastic on the same 
day. Public transport was stopped completely. The first 
lockdown release happened three weeks later on 25 April.  
Public transport has gradually been re-opened since then, 
but under very strict conditions.

Malls have been re-opening since then, too, limited to 30% 
of their capacities, no access for people aged 60-plus or 
children between three and 12. Temperatures are checked 
at entrances and shoppers cannot stay in a mall for more 
than three hours.

One can suggest that this is not so different from 
the progressive European lockdown measures, but in 
reality, the results are significantly different. In UAE the 
progression of the pandemic has effectively slowed down. 

Drastic lockdowns followed by straightforward but slow 
releases under a few unambiguous rules are, in my 
point of view, paving the way for a consistent and faster 
economic recovery. 

TURNING BACK TO RETAIL IN ITALY AND ALSO EUROPE, 
FROM WHAT YOU HAVE WITNESSED WHAT DO YOU 
BELIEVE TO BE THE KEY PRIORITIES FOR RETAILERS?
We are in completely unknown and unchartered territory.

There are important short-term questions around the supply 
chain and how many shops to close – 25%, 30%? More?  – 
with all that means for headquarters and logistics facilities.

Then, it is vital for retailers to assess their omnichannel 
capabilities, knowing that in most cases they have been 
underinvesting and now will have to find the resource to 
increase massively their investment in order to close the gap. 

There is no existing roadmap for this. It will be about great 
teams with a broad variety of skills. The name of the game 
is going to be about flexibility and agility combined with 
strict cash management. 

A SLOW RELEASE UNDER FEW 
UNAMBIGUOUS RULES IS THE 
KEY TO FASTER RECOVERY
Richard Simonin, veteran retailer, long-time supporter of the World Retail Congress 
and French citizen living in Bologna since 2011, gives his unique perspective on the 
fast-moving events of the pandemic and their impact on retail.
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By Maria Mironovskaya

O n the eve of the national public holiday Labour 
Day on 1 May the Russian Federation alarmingly 
overtook China in COVID-19 cases hitting a daily 
record of 7,000 new confirmed cases, with cases 

continuing to rise over the following days. One of those 
new cases is the Prime Minister Mikhail Mishustin, who 
was hospitalised on 30 April. 

The long-expected plateau is nowhere in sight and 
quarantine measures will clearly continue throughout May.

For many traditional bricks-and-mortar retailers the 
focus now is on survival. The number of those on the 
brink of going under is rising. Moscow-based multi-brand 
boutique chain Fashion House filed for bankruptcy at the 
end of April and the leading North-West jewellery chain 
Platina-Kostroma is reported to have abandoned its 50 St 
Petersburg locations. 

There has been an upsurge for the unbranded, privately-
owned corner minimarkets, which were able to take up to 
20% share in basic food staples from the leading federal 
food chains, such as Lenta, Carousel (by X5 Retail) and 
Okey. This is likely to be because people in quarantined 
areas must shop for food and pharmaceuticals at their 
nearest locations. 

Another fascinating statistic from the latest Nielsen data 
is that Russian consumers decreased consumption of 
healthy fresh foods, such as vegetables and wholegrain 
snacks, and stocked up on chips (+22%), ice cream 
(+15%), as well as staples, such as flour and yeast. Since 
30% of the Russian population claim to have no savings 
whatsoever, ice cream and chips may be some of the very 
few treats still affordable to them.

Omnichannel delivery services continue to thrive, 
forecasting up to 100% revenue growth in April. The 
federal leaders are Delivery Club, Yandex.Eda and Samokat, 
bringing the bright colours of their brands to the deserted 
streets of Russian cities.

On a lighter note, Fahrenheit 451, a bookstore in St 
Petersburg keeps social distancing, and its clients’ spirits 
up, by delivering internet orders using a shovel.

OMNICHANNEL THRIVING 
BUT VIRUS STRIKES HARD 
AT TRADITIONAL RETAIL

Samokat courier in St Petersburg

А typical minimarket, providing 
quarantined communities with groceries

Yandex.Eda courier in Moscow in 
front of a ‘stay at home’ banner

Fahrenheit 451 book store’s creative 
social distancing delivery method
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A fter 50 days in lockdown, last weekend saw the 
lifting of some restrictions to allow people to 
leave their homes. There are strict times to allow 
different age groups to go outside and on the 

first day the streets were really crowded but less so the day 
after. Despite some of the pictures in the media, people 
are being very responsible and are following the rules. It is 
a great feeling for people but it is also very strange walking 
around a city like Madrid with everything still closed – the 
parks, the shops, bars and restaurants. The air is certainly 
cleaner and you see animals and birds wondering around 
the streets that you never saw before!

With people being allowed out we have suddenly seen 
another increase in traffic in our food stores. It is clear 
that people want to go to stores and we are working hard 
to ensure they continue to feel safe and have further 
increased the health and safety measures we brought in. 
This includes taking the temperature of our staff when 
they arrive at work. 

We are seeing a continuing shift to online and the use of 
our click and collect services. It is helping us learn more 
about the strong connection between our stores and 
our online business. Since our last report, we have seen 
continuing strong uptake in our same day delivery service 
that we are offering which is being serviced by the stock in 
our department stores. When customers key in their order 
and postcode, this goes to the department store nearest to 
them where the orders are then picked and dispatched and 
are delivered by our logistics partners within two hours to 
peoples’ homes. This is being called our “click and express” 
service and is really helping grow our online market share. 
The most popular items continue to be home electronics, 
sports equipment and computer games.

We have also started offering meals from our restaurants 
that are delivered by the food delivery service Deliveroo 
direct to peoples’ homes. 

Small shops are reported to be able to open next week and 
hairdressers opened for the first time this week but only 
with strict appointment systems and personal protection. 
Some bars are also able to open but only using their 
outside terrace areas and with limited seating. 

For us and other larger stores, we are ready to open 
whenever we can. To help prepare us we have recruited 
a special committee of health experts from universities 
and specialist doctors to advise us. We are also liaising 
with government departments. Our plans include ways 
of controlling the number of customers entering the 
stores, who can use escalators and elevators, increasing 
the cleaning and sanitising of the stores, closing a certain 
number of changing rooms and developing a special 
method to disinfect clothes that have been tried-on with 
a steam cleaner. We will also start taking the temperature 
of our customers – as well as staff - when they enter the 
store to give people a greater sense of protection. 

TAKING THE FIRST STEPS 
TO POST-LOCKDOWN
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T here are still no concrete measures or timings 
for easing the lockdown, despite a welcome 
improvement in the infection rate and the 
initial announcement of a phased plan to 

ease the lockdown. The sense of uncertainty is made 
greater by the fact that several provinces are allowing 
discretionary openings.

The announcement to postpone the re-opening of 
shopping malls and parks to phase two has led to 
frustration among specialty retailers, given that malls 
should be as safe and rigorous in their health and safety 
measures as other big retail formats.  

Tendam is coping as well as possible given that our stores 
are closed in most of our markets. Fortunately we have 
managed the financial and cash situation for the time 
being, but we need clarification from the authorities 
in some countries about employees who have been 
furloughed and how labour laws will work as we look 
towards re-opening. We are also looking at the issues 
around our store leases and what protection is offered for 
ourselves and the landlords. Uncertainty is unavoidable 
but if we can get some clarity it will help protect jobs in the 
long term. But what is great is the attitude of our people, 
as you can see from the photo taken in Croatia at the end 
of April.

As the crisis goes on we can see the acceleration of digital 
and how it will become a key part of our physical stores, 
too. We are looking now to drive our digital channels 
and to build a deeper, data-driven relationship with our 
more than 25 million loyalty club members, which we 
see helping to bridge online and offline. Good value and 
brand values are the core of our future rather than volume 
and speed. Smart fashion and relevance with the highest 
empathy for customers and club members are now key.

A crisis like this brings dramatic change and many 
lessons, and we can see that behaviour is changing as 
even non-digital natives get used to shopping online. We 
are therefore increasing our capacity and skills on top of 
an already very solid team to meet this rapid shift, but 
not forgetting that our focus is on our brands and their 
engagement with our customers.

In looking ahead to when the lockdowns will be eased, we 
believe the important thing for our stores is clarity around 
the measures and protocols, a safety first approach, 
ensuring good friendly service, having a strong link to 
our online channels, offering click and collect, embracing 
showrooming and in being convenient. 

RETAILERS MUST 
PROVIDE SHOPPERS 
WITH PEACE OF MIND
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IS THE VOLUME OF PEOPLE THAT ARE SHOPPING 
ONLINE THE NEW NORMAL OR IS THIS A SPIKE THAT 
WILL START TO SUBSIDE TOWARDS THE BACK END OF 
THE YEAR?
It’s an interesting one and we are spending a lot of time 
thinking about it. We definitely don’t anticipate home 
shopping to drop back to the numbers it was before. You 
are seeing the shopping pattern change, where people 
are thinking more about one big shop per week than they 
are about multiple shops. Therefore, we anticipate the 
capacity definitely staying high, I don’t think it will stay 
as high as we are seeing it now – over the next few weeks 
we are hoping to get to 1.5 million orders a week. 

HOW CHALLENGING HAS IT BEEN TO COMPLETELY 
RETHINK HOW YOU DO BUSINESS IN YOUR STORES? 
It’s been a Herculean effort really from all concerned. 
We couldn’t be prouder of our colleagues and the way 
they have stepped up in such challenging times. Having 
a really strong core purpose that we have been talking 
about for five years and having hundreds of thousands of 
colleagues who have been living that – serving Britain’s 
shoppers a little better every day – and having values 
around treating people how they would like to be treated 
and trying really hard for customers. 

In those early days, literally every 12 hours the way that 
we were trying to run the business was changing. But it 
all starts with health, safety and legal. How do we make 
sure our colleagues are kept safe right from the off? 
We immediately ordered protection equipment, hand 
sanitisers, masks, gloves, plastic screens on checkouts 
to help social distancing, and we immediately said that 
every colleague who needs to be out of the business, 
either directly or indirectly affected by COVID-19, we will 
pay from day one. And we said all colleagues that were 
working would get a 10% bonus to show our appreciation 
for them working that little bit harder and very much 
differently in these times of need. 

TESCO HAS EXPANDED ITS ONLINE OPERATION TO 
DELIVER ONE MILLION HOME DELIVERIES IN JUST ONE 
WEEK. HOW HAVE YOU MANAGED TO ACHIEVE THAT?
They are big numbers – and this week we’ll do 1.2 
million, so again quite a material jump. It falls into a 
number of different buckets. One was how do you get 
the home delivery capacity up? That was largely driven 
by how many vans can you get hold of in our current 
fleet, having new vans come in and keeping the old 
vans well maintained. The other is click and collect and 
how do you ramp up those slots and make sure that, by 
starting earlier and finishing later, you get those filled 
with capacity as well. All of that relies on unbelievable 
teamwork and the team in the centre and the team in the 
stores have been world class in opening those slots. 

Then we said how do we keep customers safe? We made 
sure trolley handles were sanitised, we made sure there 
was cleaning equipment around, we made sure we were 
really clear on social distancing across the store to help 
them keep two metres apart, and then we did some quick 
calculations based on square footage that said how many 
customers and colleagues we could allow in a building at 
any one time. We got those communicated through the 
company very quickly. Store teams, customer teams and 
product teams have been very helpful around customer 
communications and managing availability, so it’s been a 
very broad team effort. 

HOW CHALLENGING HAS THIS PERIOD BEEN? YOU’VE 
BEEN AT TESCO FOR 30 YEARS BUT SURELY THIS IS LIKE 
NOTHING YOU’VE EVER HAD TO EXPERIENCE BEFORE?
It is probably the most challenging, mentally. There’s 
never an easy year in British retail and that’s what I enjoy 
about it – it’s incredibly competitive and I’m very proud of 
the industry. I think we have seen the industry in a new 
light with COVID-19 – as a whole, the end-to-end food 
supply all the way through to the retailers have done an 
incredible job.  

But if you asked us all, I think we’d all say the last few 
months has been our most challenging, not because we 
haven’t had plans – business continuity plans we’ve had 
a long time and we do practice them a lot. When we had 
Brexit we’d run some good scenarios around disruption 
to food supply, disruption to customers, colleagues, 
stores being closed, queuing. But we never expected 
and planned for anything like this as it compounded and 
came together.

It’s definitely been the most challenging few months, but 
if you could bottle up and galvanise the teamwork and 
the speed of execution, these are things that we would 
definitely like to keep going forwards. 

We’ve recruited about 4,000 extra drivers, 12,000 extra 
pickers and we’ve changed a lot of the operating model 
as well. We’d normally pick between 4am and 5am, we’ve 
moved that to a 2am pick. Some of those stores were 
24 hours and we closed all the stores overnight to help 
with replenishment, and .com stores opened at 8am. So, 
giving five or six hours on the floor, picking at full rate, 
with thousands more colleagues, helps you get the pick 
and pack volumes up. Then with more vans on the road, 
with more streamlined orders and increased click and 
collect, we found that we could get those orders up.

YOU’VE BEEN WORKING QUITE CLOSELY WITH 
THE GOVERNMENT TO PRIORITISE VULNERABLE 
CUSTOMERS. HOW HAVE YOU GONE ABOUT JUGGLING 
WHAT IS CLEARLY A BIG GROUP OF PEOPLE ACROSS THE 
UK WITH YOUR EXISTING CUSTOMER BASE? 
We started off by thinking about what’s our core purpose, 
which is about serving Britain’s shoppers a little better 
every day. We wanted to make sure that we didn’t 
disadvantage all of those loyal customers we had already, 
but at the same time we were hellbent on supporting 
those vulnerable customers across the country as much 
as we possibly could.

We worked with the Government, they shared their 
vulnerable list data with a number of retailers – we 
have got the data for 400,000 vulnerable customers 
now, many of those registered with us. So far, we have 
delivered over 300,000 orders to them, we’ve got another 
half a million orders from that list that have been placed 
over the next few weeks, and we’re doing all that we can 
to ensure we get them an order every week. 

HOW TESCO RIPPED UP THE 
RULEBOOK
In the UK’s fight against coronavirus, Britain’s biggest retailer Tesco has embodied the speed 
and agility with which retailers have had to move in order to feed the nation. 

The supermarket giant has doubled its online capacity, and at the end of April became the first 
grocer to fulfil one million home deliveries in just one week. 

It has completely ripped up the rulebook in stores, establishing new ways of working that ensure 
the safety of both colleagues and customers.

Tesco’s Chief Operating Officer, Tony Hoggett, talked to the Editor of Retail Week, Luke Tugby, 
about what he described as “the most challenging” period of his 30 years with the business.
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A s Australia starts to ease restrictions, the impact 
of COVID-19 on the retail landscape is one of feast 
and famine.

Last week Coles, the second largest food and liquor 
retailer, announced a record sales growth of 13% for 
the latest quarter, the largest growth in the company’s 
history. Woolworth’s announced a 12% increase. In 
comparison PAS Group, one of the most well-known 
listed mid-range fashion businesses, halted trading to 
restructure the business. 

This is the harsh reality of the contrasting impacts of 
COVID-19 on retail.

The government has started to lift restrictions on family 
gatherings, visits to the beach and schools are starting to 
open, albeit on a gradual roster basis.

Retail is suffering from:

• The lowest consumer confidence in 47 years on record

• A digital adoption of retail well beyond the 
preparation for the majority of retail players

• A move away from premiumisation to value and 
simplicity 

• A race to pivot supply chains to a greater  
ecommerce focus

Consumers are dipping into their pension funds to 
survive and many have secured through their banks a 
pause in family debt repayment to survive. As is the 
case in most countries, the government has thrust cash 
into the economy, in Australia’s case more than $140bn 
(Australian Dollars), to keep the country crawling along. 
Unemployment is expected to run to 14%. 

As online thrives, particularly in the value and basic 
commodities categories, there are some keys to success. 
Retailers are starting to pivot to home deliveries and 
catering for the ‘home cocoons’ who are spending on food, 
home repairs (DIY), sports equipment, home cooking 
products and home office equipment.

Despite significant government subsidies and incentives, 
retail businesses not in the COVID-19 ‘sweet spot’ are 
suffering from limited rental abatement and non-
compensating bricks-and-mortar sales. This has been 
prevalent in fashion, beauty, accessories and travel goods. 
If some of these retailers survive, they will be smaller and 
will come back much more conservatively, in every way. 

With restaurants and bars closed, some 40%-50% of food 
expenditure is up for grabs and many retailers are pivoting 
their offers to home deliveries and home cooking.

ONLINE IN OVERDRIVE
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A s of 30 April 2020, a total of 10,551 people have 
died from COVID-19 in Latin America and the 
Caribbean. The country with the highest number 
has been Brazil, reporting 5,513 deaths. 

The economies of Latin America are predicted to contract 
5.3% in 2020 owing to the pandemic, which will create 
almost 11.5 million new unemployed and almost 30 
million more people will fall into poverty, according to the 
Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean 
(CEPAL).

The International Labour Organization (ILO) calculated 
in April that the economic crisis caused by the spread of 
the coronavirus has destroyed at least 14 million jobs in 
Latin America, especially in sectors such as commerce 
and services. 

“We are facing a massive destruction of jobs,” said ILO 
regional director Vinícius Pinheiro. The sectors most 
exposed to risk, according to the ILO, include hotel and 
restaurant services, manufacturing, retail, and business 
and administrative activities. Also according to the agency, 
in the region more than 50% of all workers are employed in 
the sectors most exposed, such as commerce and services.

COVID-19 was first reported in Latin America on 26 
February, when Brazil confirmed a case in São Paulo. Since 
then, governments across the region have taken an array 
of actions to protect citizens and contain the spread. 

Mexico’s public health institute (IMSS) reported that its 
health workers had faced personal attacks across the 
country. As a result, 1,600 National Guard members were 
dispatched to protect hospitals attending to COVID-19 
cases. An early April poll found that 52% of Mexicans think 
that President López Obrador’s government is managing 
the pandemic poorly compared to 26% who say it is 
handling it well.

Mexico City’s government ordered the closure of 338 
shopping centres in late March because of COVID-19. The 
largest food and beverage operator in Latin America, Alsea 
which operates Starbucks in Latin America and Europe 
among many other brands, reported an 11.5% drop in sales 
owing to store closings. 
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In Colombia, President Ivan Duque extended the national 
quarantine, which originally began 16 March, through to 
11 May. 

Colombia’s Supreme Court is reviewing all 72 executive 
orders issued by Duque in response to the pandemic. 
The legal challenge was prompted by landlords who are 
contesting the freeze on rent hikes and evictions. 

Of a total of 41,109 stores, more than 37,000 are closed in 
shopping centres in the country. Carlos Hernán Betancourt, 
Executive Director of Colombia’s Shopping Centre 
Association, said there was considerable concern about 
unemployment rates going forward and that the slowdown 
in the economy would also be reflected in the sector, 
with significant changes in consumer habits and in the 
spending behaviour. 

Pedestrian traffic has decreased 76.5% and vehicle traffic 
has fallen by 80%. 

Peru’s President Martín Vizcarra extended the national 
quarantine a third time through to 10 May. He has also said 
that he would start to ease restrictions from 26 April, 39 
days after the nationwide quarantine first went into effect. 
A curfew is in place from 8pm to 5am which prohibits all 
private vehicles from the roads. 

It is reported that Peruvians overwhelmingly support 
Vizcarra’s handling of the crisis.

Carlos Neuhaus, president of the Peruvian Shopping 
Association (ACCEP), spoke about the practicalities of re-
opening shopping centres after quarantine ends. This could 
be achieved by reducing the capacity of the commercial 
premises by half and taking measures to ensure distance 
between customers, according to Neuhaus.

“We propose a reduction in half of the audience, so 
that people can [shop] with more comfort and physical 
distance. In the food court, half the tables have been 
removed. And you can control the entrances to the stores 
by putting security guards on the doors so that no more 
people enter than is appropriate,” he said.

In Chile, President Sebastián Piñera presented on 24 April 
the ‘Plan Safe Return’, programming a gradual return to 
work for public employees, private sector workers, education 
professionals and students, with restrictions in place for 
at-risk groups such as the elderly and pregnant women. A 
recent poll saw Piñera’s approval rising to 25%, up 13 points 
since the 18 March declaration of the state of catastrophe. 

In late March, the Chilean Government agreed with 
business associations to close all shopping malls and 
large shopping centres in the country. The measure only 
involved the closure of retail stores, not supermarkets and 
pharmacies inside the malls.

Chile is the first country in the region that, after having 
adopted various restrictive measures to stop the spread 
of the virus, has already announced its plan to return 
to “normal”. According to the authorities, the strategy 
considers a series of new provisions to gradually reactivate 
some economic and school activity. 

Apumanque shopping centre in the Las Condes 
neighbourhood, Santiago, re-opened on 30 April. Chile’s 
National Chamber of Commerce (CNC) prepared a series 
of sanitary measures to be able to re-open the country’s 
various shopping centres. According to the CNC, nearly 
50,000 workers have lost their jobs as a result of the 
pandemic, and they estimate that another 100,000 people 
would be unemployed if activities did not resume between 
now and the second semester.

On 27 April, the Argentinian government imposed a total 
ban on international and domestic commercial flights 
until 1 September. This came two days after the country 
prolonged the decree of closed borders, including airports, 
ports and land borders, and barred entry to all foreign 
nationals as part of its extension of a national quarantine. 
The 25 April extension of the quarantine, originally 
announced on 20 March, runs until at least 10 May.

Ecuador has had the worst COVID-19 outbreak in the 
region. On 24 April, after much discrepancy between four 
official counts and releasing the results of more than 
10,000 previously unreported positive test results, the 
official case count figure nearly doubled.

On 28 April, Brazil passed China in the number of COVID-
19-related deaths per day, reaching a record high of 474 
deaths in 24 hours. When asked about this, President Jair 
Bolsonaro responded by saying “So what? I’m sorry. What 
do you want me to do about it?” 

The nationwide death toll is doubling every five days. 
Bolsonaro faces pressure for his pandemic response and 
amid escalating confirmed cases, Justice Minister and 
popular anti-corruption figure Sérgio Moro resigned on 
24 April. On 16 April, after mounting tension and public 
confrontations, Bolsonaro removed Health Minister Luiz 
Henrique Mandetta from his role. 

14 MILLION JOBS GONE IN PANDEMIC
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B razil is starting to see the emergence of 
new consumer behaviours following the 
announcement of the quarantine in mid-
March. Following a robust initial demand for 

fast-moving consumer goods, Brazilian consumers are 
discovering that they can buy almost everything online. 

It comes at a particularly critical moment, when the 
country is facing soaring infection and death rates, on 
the eve of the second most important date for national 
retailers, Mother’s Day, celebrated in Brazil on the second 
Sunday in May.

Brazilians are experiencing isolation at home for the first 
time, unlike populations in some countries in Europe or 
North America, who live with climatic emergencies such as 
blizzards and know how to act in situations of confinement. 

Fears about supply chains caused a race for groceries. 
Sales of essential food products, for example, grew 165% 
in the third week of March compared to the previous 
seven days, according to data from EbitNielsen. Cold cuts 
of meat were up 106% and fresh produce 93%.

The same report shows the rise in demand for food 
online. The number of people who for the first time 
bought online groceries rose 96% in the same period.      

The results of major retailers in the sector reflect this 
trend. Carrefour Brazil, which has a significant presence 
in the country, announced that its gross revenue 
expanded by 12.5% in the first quarter of 2020, compared 
to the same period in 2019, with total gross sales of 
R$15.2bn (US$2.7bn). Purchases through its digital 
channel tripled. The number of online orders hit a record 
high of 4,269 in a single day, while the average was 1,674 
in early March.

Rival chain GPA group saw a similar online bloom. While 
store sales grew 16%, online sales rose 150% in the 
second half of March. The proportion of digital sales in 
the company’s business went from 1.5% to 4%. Although 
still very small, the percentage reveals a trend that 
continues to expand steadily.

Demand for delivery services has also skyrocketed. Rappi, 
which has a partnership with Carrefour, had an increase 
of three times in its demand. IFood, the Brazilian pioneer 
of online food delivery service, registered an upsurge 
of up to 400% in orders for some products, and the  
platform has had to double its workforce. At Uber Eats, 
the jump was 10 times in the number of restaurants 
registered since the beginning of the pandemic.

After the first two weeks of confinement focused on 
keeping the home well stocked with grocery products, 
consumers moved on to other goods. The number of 
new consumers at the Privalia outlet has grown by 60% 
in recent weeks, and the list of products purchased has 
extended from fashion and accessories to homewares.

Retailers expect that consumers, who are starting to get 
used to the online shopping experience, will not revert 
entirely to their old habits when the crisis is over. 

There are doubts, however, about Brazil’s stagnating 
economy, which has led to the closure of an increasing 
number of companies and rising unemployment. And, 
among the professionals who remain employed, many 
saw a reduction in their salaries, permitted under 
emergency regulations from the federal government.

Brazilian budgetary constraints will have an increasing 
impact over the coming months on those areas of the 
economy that are currently still strong. Some 12.9 million 
people are now unemployed and 67.3 million of Brazilians 
are estimated to work in the ‘hidden economy’. The 
government is offering R$600 (US$110) a month as an 
extra income until June but this still represents a huge 
drop in the average family budget.
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DISCOVER ECOMMERCE
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COURAGE OF FIRST ECONOMIC 
RESPONDERS HELPS PROVIDE 
VITAL KNOWLEDGE FOR INDUSTRY 
MOVING FORWARD D uring this global health crisis retailers of all sizes 

have been serving their customers, supporting 
their communities and powering our economies. 
Many retailers never closed their doors and have 

experienced what it’s like to be on the leading edge of 
doing business during these extraordinary times. 

Their courage has resulted in vital knowledge for us all as 
we begin the process of re-opening our economies. The 
future of retail and commerce will be informed by the 
experience of these “first economic responders” as we 
figure out a way to broaden economic activity and put the 
rest of America, and the world, back to work.

At NRF, we are collecting input and best practices from 
hundreds of retailers to develop a roadmap for re-opening 
the economy. Our Operation Open Doors initiative provides 
guidelines and resources to help retailers navigate a 
gradual, phased-in re-opening. The recommendations, 
delivered digitally and with regular updates and real-time 
adaptation, focus on four critical areas: health and safety; 
people and personnel; logistics and supply chain; and 
litigation and liability. 

One of the first informational pieces produced is a checklist 
with key topics for businesses to consider around re-
opening. This list was created with lessons from retailers 
that have remained open during the pandemic, creating 
and implementing new operating protocols and procedures 
that successfully kept their teams and customers safe while 
providing excellent products and services.

As we continue on this journey to the “new normal,” we 
encourage all retailers to visit our resource centre and 
use this critical knowledge to get our industry and global 
economy safely moving forward once again.
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https://nrf.com/resources/operation-open-doors
https://cdn.nrf.com/sites/default/files/2020-04/NRF%20-%20Operation%20Open%20Doors%20-%20Checklist.pdf
https://nrf.com/resources/retail-safety-and-security-tools/coronavirus-resources-retailers
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